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FOREWORD

,In.1968. the Commission on College Geography of the Association of American
Geographers published its first Resource Paper, Theories of Man Location, by
Brian J. L. Berry. In 1974, coincicjng with the termination of NSF funding for the

'Commission, Resource Paper number 28 appeared, The Underdevelopment and
Modernization of the Third World, by Anthony R. deSouza and Philip W. Porter. Of
the many CCG activities, the Resource Papers Series became an effective means for
permitting both teachers and students to keep abreast of developments in the field.

Because of the popularity and usefulness of the Resource Papers, the AAG
applied for and received a modest grant from NSF to continue to produce Resource
Papers and to put the series on a self-supporting basis. The present Resource Papers
Panel subscribes to the original purposes of the Series, which are quoted below:

The Resource Papers have been developed as expository documents for the use of
both the student and the instructor. They are experimental in that they are designed to,
supplement existing texts and to fill a gap between significant research in American
geography and readily accessible materials. The papers are concerned with important
concepts or topics in modern geography and focus on one of three general themes:.
geographic theory; policy implications; or contemporary social relevance. They are
designed to complement a variety of undergraduate college geography courses at the
introductory and advanced level.

In an effort to increase the utility of these papers, the Panel has attempted to be
particularly sensitive to the currency of materials for undergraduate geography
courses and to the writing style of these papers.
- The Resource Papers are developed, printed, and distributed under the auspices of

the Association of American Geographers, with partial funding from a National
Science Foundation grant. The ideas presented in these papers do not imply en-
dorsement by the AAG.

Many individuals have assisted in producing these Resource Papers, and we wish
to acknowledge those who assisted the Panel in reviewing the authors' prospectuses,
in reading and commenting on the various.drafts, and in making helpful suggestions.
The Panel also acknowledges the perceptive suggestions and editorial assistance of
Jane F. Castner of the AAG Central Office.

Salvatore J. Natoli
Educational Affairs Direttor
Association of American Geographers
Project Director and Editor, Resource Papers Series

Resource Papers Panel:

John F. Lounsbury, Arizona State University '-
Mark S. Monmonier, Syracuse University .

Harold A. Winters, Michigan State University

iii
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PREFACE

This Resource Paper was written in hopes of generating additional enthusiasm
within geography for ,the. wealth of landscape insights found in creative literdture.
Toward this end, we have adopted a mildly polemical tone, seeking to prod consid-
eration of an 'unconventional theme. The nature of our forum has encouraged 'us tb
emphasize a broad view of landscape and a wide range of literary sources.

To those who have shared their views with us on this topic, we wish to express our
appreciation for all past favols. Responsibility for our emphases and perspectives
remains, of course, with us akin&

Chrirtopher L. Salter
William J. Lloyd

iv
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS USE
4.-

The approaches to the use of literature in the teaching of landscape or more
general geography are varied. Thernethodology suggested inthis Resource Paper
relates to the concept of landscape signatures, or specificimprints people or peoples
have made upon' the earth in their use of geographical space. To use this approach, a
class might, for example, decide upon a particular signature, such as house design or
sacred space,- and-search out examples of the treatment of such landscape featutes in

finovels or short stories. This exploration of ctidn for description of, or attitudes
towa?d; or even the absence of, these special vistas makes Students of-geography
more conscious of the style and the scope of an authOr's fork. At the same time; the
elements of landscape receive closer scrutiny as students .read 'for theie sign'atures.

We recommend that-in the initial use ofthe landscape signature methdd students
be given the opportunity to choose their own fa,lorite authors to see what returns can
be found on rereading works, keeping an eye open.for new views on the"way in which '
an author, creates and employs settings. By rereading kno %yn works, students are.
particularly able to study the development, of landscape Features and this can
enhance the appreciation of a writer's ability to create a total context for his or her
work.

Another use of th reThaterials_and selections in this Resource Paper, would be to
choose a landscapesuch as a sgeific metropolitan centerand explore literature
for the distinctive and conttasting ways in Which different characters in a opvel (or
different novelists) view thesame city. Such an 3xereise is Productive of evocative
variations irk perception as-well as interesting literary analysis within a,geographic or
geographers framework. The reference works cited in The Appendix will help in this
analysis.

An individual apthor might also be made the focus of a class 'study. The goal
would,be to undekand how lands6pe and landscape signatures are utilized in the
development of this writer's works. In Landscape in Literature we have drawn often
upon the'writings of James A. Michener and John Steinbeck as two authors who
have provided rich setting imagery for their- fiction. There are literally hundreds of
other authors Whose works would respond to similar geographic analysis.

Finally, it is one of sur basic assumptions that classes and instructors alike will
imagine, additional creative ways to tap the resources of fiction as they read, accept,
argue about, or even reject our perspectives on landscape in literature. So long as
such encounters with our materials are productive of more intensive consideration
of literature, landscape. or both, we welcome such reactions. Let those sessions be
enlightening and lead to still other approaChes to this fascinating field of geographic
enquiry.

v
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I. LITERATURE AND GEOGRAPHY

He rose and went to the is utdoK, trying to bring his
thoughts to bear on some vital feature of the catastrophe.
but at the litter of buildings lying before hun his thoughts
seemed to go into confusion Out of the mass nothing
emerged with distinctness to hold his vacant eye, and in his
mind all as similarly strewn and itnolted (Pier. the
Sentimentahsh. 1901 173.174 )

Creative literature is inherently evocative_ It calls up
within the reader essential images of the world. images
which might relhain elusive and intangible in the ab-
sence of the clarifying power of literature. Yet literaturF

-does this without sacrificing the richness of human expe-
rience. As geographers. we ought to benefit by capturing
this power of literature and directing it toward a deeper
understanding of the humanized, cultural landscape, of
the earth, Like Pier's character, we are confronted with
the seemingly infinite variation of landscape. In attempt-
ing to comprehend it. we ought to share more fully in
the insights of others who are similarly searching for
order and understanding.

Our purpose in this Res,ource Paper is to encourage
geographers to consider the purposeful application of
literary insights to their scholarly work. Landscape in
literature should not be thought of as a substitute for the
more conventional modes of geographical study, but
rather as a supplemental and special source of landscape
insight. one which has remained largely untapped until
now. Toward this end, we will first provide a discussion
of the major methodological considerations surround-
ing the geographical study of landscapes in literature
Then we will offer a broad range of critical examples
selected to demonstrate the variety and wealth of insight
associated with work in landscape in literature. W e can-
not. of course, pretend to offer a definitive statement on
a theme that is at once novel. open-ended. and even
perhaps controversial. But we do hope.IA* 0A i a

stimulus to further exploration into the exciting realm t

landscape in literature.

Historical IntroduCtion

This paper does not represent the first such call for
geographers to pay some attention to the landscapes of
literature. As early as 1924. in an unsigned note in the
qeographtcal Recte. J. K. Wright observed that

Sor-fnen of letters are endowed :call .1 highly devel-
oped geographical instinct As %%titers. they have trained
themselves to visualite even more clearly than the pro.
fessional ge.ugrapher those regional -elements of thi.
earth's surface most significant to the general run of
humanity (1924-(,59)

Wright proceeded to praise the efforts of the British
geographer H. R. Mill (1910) for his interest in raising
the stature of the "geographical novel" to that. of the
"historical novel." Wright restated his interest in geo-
graphical novels in a 1926 paper, where he proposed
that the history of geographical ideas ought to consider
nonscientific ideas as wellincluding those of novel-
ists (1966:21-24

In, the following years. geographers engaged in occa-
sional discussions on the potential fur using landscape in
literature for geographical study. Another note in the
Geographical Reties observed that

not infrequently the library of the American Geograph-
.cal Society receives requests for, information concerning
biblidgraphcal sources for fiction with a geographical
bearing (1938.499)

The Retfiew went on to list a number of sources that
might partially fulfill this need for access to geographical
novels. In 1947. Wright and Platt included some,refer-
ences to literary bibliographies in their Aids to Geo-
graphical Research_ And in the following year, an article
by the British geographer H. C. Darby detailed "The
'regional geography a Thomas Hardy's Wessex"
(Darby. 1944 Darby's study was impressive. in its
scope, though he himself seemed unsure of its signifi-
cance, as he labeled it art "intellectual exercise."

Throughout this period. and especially in the follow-
ing decades, the discipline of geography was striving to
overcome its earlier environmentalist orientation, and to
confirm its place arrcilig the various scholarly dis-
ciplines Trends were dCveloping which eventually led to
a more "scientific" 'geography. with the atten4ant re-

, spectabili which that term connotes. Landkape in
literature lay have appeared too "unscientific," too
personal subjective, for the status geographers were
seeking at. his time Though evidence of any purposeful
rejection landscape in literature during these decades
is lacking neither is there any substantial indication that
geographers were willing to considdis it as a serious
source of geographic understanding. Even in the de-
veloping, field of environmental per6eption (Saarinen,
1969). there was little interest in the landscape as per-
ceived and depicted by creative writers. Some of the
exceptions were penned by geographers Lowenthal and
Prince (1965), who employed literary and other artistic
sources of evidence along with more traditional. objec-
tive accounts in their studies on landscape. Such studies
were certainly provocative, but they did not lead to any
outpouring of interest or to much other substantive
work employing landscape in literature.

BY the 1970's there was little suggestion that interest



in landscape in Inerature was grossing. though calls for
such work were sill heard on oecaion, especially from
geographdrs who '"ound themselses increasingly des

'satisfied with the entitles, and insensinsity of so many
highly objectified accounts of man in the landscape
Writing under the genera! heading of '-humanistic geog-
raphy?important obserser such as N'leinig (19"1) and
Tuan (1973) were praising the .lensitisity that noselists
brought to certain aspects of ens lic.nmental perception
and appreciation. and calling for proles .inned geogra
phers to become more sensitise to the human qualities
that such -artists recognited in the landscape At this
time. Salter (19711 focused some attention on the estkii.,,,
use power of literature, as he des eloped his conception.
of The Cultural Lund ape'.

In this clime's?, of sporadic, recurrent, lowslexel inter-
est. Salter organized a special session desoted to -Land
sear's: in _1.iteratare for the 1.974 annual meetings of the
A .0,00 An in of American Geographers in Seattle V ,t
quiet eeening spot on the program.. the special sessior,
promised Jo he a 1e4Int 1'40 hours of interchange
among a handful of interested geographers ").% hat sic

tually took place was a spirited exchange of 'merest.
enthusiasm. and resersations. between the panel and in
actisuly partiopating audience numbering well soiej one
hundred persons. stard,ng the aisle, end
flowing into the corridor The interest sparked by this
session indicated clearly that mans geographers were
open to considering alterro.se approd..he, to gc
graphic anderstand.r.g. such \ that represented bs ;and
scape in literature '1: the saint: o.mc, this interest helped
highlight the major areas if attraction and of doubt

hich must he faced before landscape in literature
would gain respectability and carrencs in geographic
thought The remainder of this chapter addresses itself
to hot h the doubts and the entieing prospects raised hes
that special session

Landscape as a Humanistic } ocus

I j dm, a Ft: I s. what het a een winds e..af,d
our horizon as rse cenlore the spaces . t oso real Aorld
and of the artificial worlds we encounter 01 art It is
expansise and hroadl, inclusise concept, generous as, e.
scale and Lffitcrit I andscape erisoimpasse, the abstract
nes,. of spatial distributions and :he concreteri.ss
intimately known places. emphasiting a, eich instar,u
the cresols e acti,ins of mankind ,n f rrnir.g and .,rder.,g
the setting for as act.% ities e are dealing with the
humanated spatial ensironment, composed if elements
is sailed as the actis ales .11 Mankind itself, an ens iron

ment gisen form and meana-ig thro,ofh the
thought of man on earth Of necess.n. when dealing wiih
landscape, much .s left to the imago-hit...1-, .11 the blesser
This renders landscape an ifripre,i, ....incept. yet iniae,
nion is the sere eniality on Ahieh authors mint roes

when they eiminant the external wort] throsigh their
toe; loin; _I no tor nee !fill g mit order .fi rho
1,:ndscapes of Liu!' real ,1,410ds, sec arc .,eked is, ,cti,
soloist sr qbalities in the landscape, of ereatise fiction

fhe search for.nmeaning and order in the landscape
that ise the det.:Te to see landscape more ,Jearl,,

completelyes a prorniry concern of geography This
search lead, to landscape description that looks beyond
the more obsiinis forms and functions into the deeper
Liman implications of the world around us When we
app l: writing to support our geographic sisin.
we hose gained a powerful ally toward our goal of
cmmunicating a sensitise. articulate image of the phe-
nomenon we call landscape Creatre .4vithors in.
teritionally use landscape in mhination with their gift
of language to come., meaning within the context ora
,tors and its characters This rich interaction among the
harlot's parts of sl reato,c work produces a landscape
sense which excites the geographical imagination This
deeper insight s...01 in turn lead to a more creative geo-
graphical description of landscape actuality and poten-
tial

Because authors hose created their literary landseapes
for reasons which are often personal and obscure, their
meaning is seldom singular and incontrosertible. Thus
laeratwe is unlike the more objectise kinds of support-
ing esidence with which geographers are generally most
iamiliar Methods for objectifying literature. such as
content analysis and structural analysis, base the unde-

- sired effect of dilt tigethe sexy strengths of literature
with which we _ corichned here The intricate and
delicate language employed to construct a literary image
wit fandscapean essentially irreducible expression-1s
the attraction of literature which must iinpresses the
geographical imagination The strength of landscape rn
literature lies in its subtle human qualities, its potential
for resealing the hidden dimensions of human meaning.
and not in its ohjeensity The geographer msokes this
sense through the medium of intimate ,personal an-
solement, leading to an appreciation oc the human
qualities of the cultural landscape that might best he
termed "hurnannaic

Hornanistie knowledge is unconsentional his contem-
porary geographical standards, because the humanist
geographer asks questions unlike those of the social
scientist geographer The humanist is interested an re.
scaling the nature of human experience rather than to
explaining and predicting human behasior, and is more
oriented to teaching indisidu.als rather than to sok mg
the problems of mass society In some respects, one
might secs the 1. oninhution of the humanist geographer
as a ',arm of criticism directed toward salons inade-
quacies of scientilie geography lEntrilein, 1976) Thus,
the humanist studying landscape in literature may focus
ori an existential phenomenology surrounding the con.
sciiiusness brought to literature hy its author (see L laid,
10-r. Seamen, 1976) In addition, the humanist might

at literature as the embodiment of human thought.
the -highest ideals of mankind In both instances. the
.r,abillity of scientific, geography to deal effeetisely with
ihese concerns has brought about this distinensely has-
rnanIstii. perspwise And in either approach. the prod-
uct os a niore treatise description of landseape and of the

dine, of ht:mar, lite Olen ted and sontairied in I men
onto ,,,,add he reached II), a more obiectixe orienta

\t present, there are few clear guidelines for linking a
hum tnr,11%. is th %.31.1.1US getIgrVh.
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P% still .err C. enttat par of olerars perspective ,,n
people . ecperientiat detiogue wan cos ir.***meni
Inctarl and images mai-idol aspect.
interplay that are perhaffs .,Ad unpregri41,:c

te*Ihniques Jf .,? ;tai science V P.`,)-'6

Both literal and symblle interpretations 0; land,,..Jr..-
411: intertwined with muc.tv broader questions on the
inherent nature of literature Literal interpretation pre
supposes literary realism in an author's dealings 0..0-,
landscape, a style of writing which ,sass net means .11,
Yersal Other aspect'..of literary landscai may tic r-
etina to literary conventions. of a speuhc school sot

. rit,ittp., or to the idiosncracies of a given author There
As virtually no end to the study of the intrinsic qualities

literature as SO loos St ideal, o)f literature wet,
Otte h incestigalor rimer fqtin working .r, J

ClOV:h akin to landscape ktudy, t.iti

THE GEOGRAPHIC

aga.nst the riao.e application of literature on the part of
scholars from other disciplines_ Although this view has
certain merits, especially if a induces caution on the part
of geographers mtereS' in literature, its extreme mani-
fcst.tt.oi- suggests a world where literature could only be
read profitably by, serious scholars of literature, .1- clear
negation of the breadth and depth of literature as an art
loins (.1 ertairily, geographers stand to benefit from a
greater familiarity with the rro,hlgiris and approaches of
literature study if they intdnd. to cork with these
,-lar,es But %Ye should not forget that our ultimate goal"-
,, a dcepcs uno:sganding of geugraph),, not of liter-
ature, and that we ought tiJ be especially well-versed in
the pursuit of this geographic end. Our premise is simply
that facrmure can .erne of the instructive media -

in out searctr for Ian and appreciation, if
oriy +se are willing n.. ooth the strengthsvc1
the limitations of Li., ,...ographical messages found
there If the reading of litvature assists us in seeing the'
;andscapcs of the world around us in clearer light. then
we base achleed our moc:est goalr

READING 'OF LANDSCAPE

11,, jr$ #7 it de ',tit as sse enhance Our powers of- observation and analysis,
4- ,f1 :11,44h1 ellt .444re i eh, 1: et /- The- tluestions we ask, the associations we 'stew, the

I *,.4t .f. "1t-17;.r.. relationships ponder--these processes are alt a ere-
_l./.z't, 4 l 1

In this quote iron-, the hi st Noce* ,n his to tarniftu
Owlet, Lisi.rence Darvii bas his narraicir gait ltttin

to the ciosieand Influent tal lion.] that 4; %ISIS bet weer,
people and ',hot iandscaps Dvir re: 14, gk-ik writ.nh about
the ra lort.c. 01 rite phssica, environment. 0,.1
the influence worked on pepie hs their institution,,
taboos. design preference... and sy stems of spa t,..11 order

mblages of cultural features which ionr,prise theo
landscape. and which support ands embracc

ther cis ihraticms Cline of the goal, of ,ultura geug:a
phy is learning to read these cultural landscapes, a
which may he reached in part through teadink the cre-
attve tango ,ge of fietioh It we are, as Durrell pegests.

childr..n of our landscapes,' then appreciation 4,1
landscape IN one K In which can kri,w yiircelces
Netter

_ f andseape pro,. idea. a refreshing tangibility to the evi-
dence of human purpose in the world The bonding. the
road networks. the concre, riser channeis, he rotted
tenecposts .ill of thele elements are real. exploraftic
Theories may evolve to explain these features. though
such theorieN are r t a necessary prerequisite to stimu-
lating exploration of the landscape Reading the land-
40...ipe does require a healthy use of speculation, %cots,
inherent opportunIti, for substantial Intellectual groAth

Jute boon to our education -
.

We may .i oursillves why the skylines
(-

of Oakland-
and San Francisco dryer so. Why doll ouston and Los
Angeles strike such a- common aura in the find of the
t.ross,,, Jam) ,tutu traveler? Why, when a church steeple
is lacking from the profile of a New Fuland town, does
a stranger feel that something essential is missing? Ques-
tions like these conjure images_ Answers to the questions
invoke more than landscape. but it is the unique or
charactekistie spatial and architectual design of specific
.....enes that prompts the process of exploration. The
elements of landscape provide symbols for our past or
Our future hopes. The reading otiandscciPes can engen
der a healthy curiosity about the overall nature of any
locale and its cultural landscape. This is an essential part
cif the process of learning to see

Consider the breadth of the concept "to see." We can
see with our eyes_ We can s'or yxith our mind's cyst:- We
can see..as if for-the first time, landscapes which we have
supposedly seen many times before We can see vistas
that are y irgin to any personal experience. but that
nevertheless base been eon)ured in our imagination. We
can see landscapes in a way that we have never anUi.
pared I ach of these experiences demands a different
Inerttal reaction. but each is founded upon the act of
seeing

Initially. the Tit"end attempts to organic each sista as it
,s ens.ountered The criteria for such organisation are



signaled Ws the onlooker t, ho has a decision to make. as
to the fUnction of the slew Vs hat must be made of rim
scene' Think. for example ot .shat demands sou would'
make on a street if ;Liu were fleeing a rabid dog 1 ou
would search out entrances, exits. pollee cars. and phone
booths an frightened diaReranon as sou r,tn .dong the
sidewalk 'It how es er tin QTC-1.41.1 the same street and it
xi..rs introduced to Sou with the. request jrom an instruc-
tor rev minim on the personalits of the neighborhood.
.then sour reaction would he quite different `r ou would,
in this erase, comment on the archnecure, building mate-
rials, name, of the husines,es, language. es Klein in the
store windZ-Isks, pedestrian appearance. and et en the na-
ture°, the music drifting out of the hail -open w Indow,

ou would he admitting suhlectise meaning as sou
inside sour choices. but Ans student of landscape must
aeknowledgy the synitie.ince of indisidual inter
Netations of the sistas of his Or her world The
question I, not to determine what is actualls present, but
rather to decide \s hat soil .ire trs mg to make 01 the
cultural landscape \if tut sour purpose in seeing.
reading, sensing a particular scene'

we turn' again to Durrell 4 account Ot the genetic
relationship hoween people and landscapes. then tte
should find our,elses seeking order in the landscape,
order dens ed tram comprehension ot the sultural ori-
gins of specitic teatutes es idens 1 ach roof line, mailhoN,
outdoor vegetal-11e stand. tarn crop used ear lot hard
ware-,tore inferior_ is the design prodt,ct to spec ilic tone
sidu,rl or group decisions Preferences for texture, t.c.tor,
!unction. cost, cerernoroind countless other treatise
influences are mantles! in laud--ape design The
thoughttul reader of such design des elops are insight .1.-10
the substance of the landscape, parent people The
reading ot the k.oltural landscape for its substance is an
essential u-se of sight Then --it is to t-,e
insigm lime ep irate a,omponeni, pieced together
Into a cult.iral rinisaie that ,s aniq.,e for a User
as is the fingerprint ot in indi:dua;

Approaches to the Reading of 1 andwape

I tiL.7r_ lit lir t: es the medium ,,A,,fh hi,,h s..e arc ono:rm.-it
in. this Resource Paper I andsancdetined earlier as
thai human construct %%Inch he bent. een our scnsc
tql,F horizon is the phenomenon so,,t. AFC stns mg to
derstand Our foal to Ftini-Fil)FA dreCiis; 17,04!FA-
Phers last. and as students ot ,+,111t 1-lorrt , 10
that end, is.: must search literature for landscape ele-
ments which would perhaps not he sought out pr
h) students ot Itieratnre 11,0 \\ hen an author strikes a
Mood of tear, our method is to determine µhat role
landscape elements p1gs In the ereanon of that ainui
sphere hen anticipation of meeting between tv.,)
people hod+. Its a trend-, look to see ,.i.hether the
setting tor this win in is instrumental in ,:reatini: such .0,
emotional snot: This questioning ot the role ot the
cylniral landscape In tiction its an in,re ice in ow
.1..er iPprect loon of ,reative pro,c on,.'irrenth,

to lite as 'AC dif ine rntaning
within the contest of literature

I-ri +n o- r...,th ot landscape element, in litei-at.,re, at

hateaosen to borrow the term "signature" fitIni the
language of remote sensing (Salter. 1977) In! inter-
preting remotely sensed imagers. a certain landscape
featuresuch as an agricultural cropmas haft, a spe-
edit: polschromatic intensity finlike the tones of other
teat ures such as urban areas, fresh, vater, or sliovv cover.
This kind of uniqueness is called a signature In the
cultural landseape, we can also speak of signatures as
representattse of specific conditions. signature is a
personal, unique mark that connotes a specific pattern
of human expression by its author It is also read, in the
manner in which we wish to read the cultural landscape
In essence, we use this term because cultural groups and
esen individuals hale -signed- their own mark upon the
surface of the earth and wahin the pages of literature.
The broad green circles of wheat or maw,: in the Great
Plains. fur example. are a unique signature of irrigation
farming from a central well with a resolving pipe sys-
tem The gros es of the Tree of Heaven ( 4dani)nts (kis-
%mull in California', Mother Lode country are generally
seen as a landscape signature of the Chinese settlers of
the mid - nineteenth century, Corporations like the John
Hancock Insurance Cimipans (Boston), Sears-Roebuck
tt Incagoi, and the. Transamerica Corporation (San
Iranvisco) hale all spent enormous sums of moues to
create landscape signatures intended to es oke a specific
relationship between landscape image and parent corn-
pans signatute IS a dislinetise image created bs an
indo 'dual or a group in the act of modals mg the land-
scape

The list of potential landscape sign:lures is sirtuails
infinite It can include elements as diverse and as 1(110-
sneratic as garages, barns, trash heaps, or gas station
gardens_ The signatures we arc going to explore in liter-
ature, how eser. are offered as distillates of the dominant
Itai.tors which contribute to the humanization of the
1andscape lthough we wall limit our own discussion to
.1 specific series (noted below ), we reach! acknowledge
the t astness of the landscape signatures which indis 'd-
uals and societies !we written upon the surface of the
earth These signatures--these comments in spacedo
not lend themself es to an exhaustise categorization,
but Cs en a partial studs of then-Loses us insights into the
nature of the creators of these cultural landscape fea-
tures Each signature plass a particular role in the crea-
tion of the total image and, as such. contributes in a
unique ss.ls to the an:its sis of a held. a neighborhood. a
street, a single building. an entire tits. or a region in
ss hate% er space the cultural geographer is exploring
Signature, range from predominantls sisual features
such as settlement patterns, house tspcs, gardens. or
clothing. to more subtle manifeStations, such as t>pes of
entertainment and cuisine All of them share a common
bond they serge as cultural or indisidual hallmarks

nct, these hallmarts.'enrich life just as they enrich liter-
attire

There are htilsidlv speakrog. two categories of signa-
tures with which we ss ill he concerned here One is
,haracteriied .1 scale that tvpiallv inokes decision-
making at a 101:1 tar removed !tom the MI\ idual Such
swnatures vo: lahel gni( turd as then infolse fundamen-
a; patterns of settlement, argiculitire. sacred
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.space. and transportation. The second i.onsists of cul-
tural markers which may be shaped more easily by

individuals creating and acting out needs in persona;
space. These signatures we call behadorul, they include
house typo, gardens. landscapes of entertainmjnt. and
other localized expressions of individuality.

There is no single system of landscape analysis that
will assure access to the "truth" of human modification
of the iandscape. As With all.interpretation of literature,
there exists broad latitude in what may be inferred by
the reader Interpretation is quite obviously as much
dependent upon the training, standards, idiosyncracies,
an4 goals of the interpreter as upon the objective reality
of the passage being analyzed. So it is also with land-
scape Out hope is to provide a framework that vvill
facilitate the provocative- exploration of fiv.tion in pur-
suit of landscape meaning. \kith the structural signa-
tures, we draw attention to the traditional geographic
themes of settlement, agriculture, livelihood, sacred

space. and transportation. In the behavioral .signal res,
we illustrate human influences upon the earth's sue ce

that are less conventional yet potentially rewarding in
their own right. The combination we offer is one method
for anal:. sib of landscape in literature, certainly not the,
only method. If experimentation with reading these sig-
natures leads our readers to their own, more effective
approaches to landscape in literature, then our goals are
still met.

Our method, then, is to illuminate the uses of land-
scape signatures in the development of a work of crea-
tive literature. As setting, characters, moods, conflicts,
and narratives unfold, we will explore what we read-for
evidence of landscape. As we develop a keener eye for
the interpretation of these features in fiction, we will find
that we are also better able, to fathom meaning within
the shape of the human environment that encloses us in
the real world outside of literature.

III. LANDSCAPES OF SETTLEMENT

One Januare due. th rte sears ago. the otter kosn o!
llanoeee, authored on a rind. %ebraska table and. Ka.,

- tic mg nen so be bieosn anue The eia:mg ho es nc re
set about hapha:ard on the tout,h prasrie sod. some of
them looAed as if the: had been moved m overnight and
others as if them Isere siren nig off hi themselves headed
straight for the open plain \one of them had am appear-

! ance of permanence 1 he main street Kas a deep-
rutted road. mess Iro:en hard. uhich ran iron: the squat red
railstal station and the grain eietator at the north end 01
the 1min to the lumber s ard and the horse pond at the
south end On railer side of this road straggled saes. witttra
n'43 of Hoiden huodengs. the genera, nurehandese sl re

the thtt hanks. the drugstore, the feed- store. the saloon.
the postoltiee ICather. 0 Pioneers', 14.37 1.2

Man writes on the land in broad strokes. Among the
grandest examples of this is the great quilted exparse of
America where the Township and Range survey system
has left the trail of its blocked pattern across hundreds
of thousands of square miles. The settlementssimilar
to the one that Willa Cather describes ahoy eare char-
acteristically dominated by the towering, free-standing
grain elevators adjacent to the railroad depot The rat!
lines then (much like the interstate highway systems
flow ) constituted the lifelines to any substantial exis-
tence V here the railroad chose to cross the harsh grass-
lands. the settlements followed and grew Some flour-
ished As the rail systems consolidated. however,
hundreds of Hanovers were lett stranded without pro-
ductise economic ties to anything larger than the several
score families who farmed each settlement's hinterland
The passage above underscores this sense of imperma-
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nence in the description of the houses. seen by Cather as
looking "as if they had been Moved in overnight, and
others as if they were straying off by themselves, headed
straight- for the open plain." This seemingly endless
rectilinearny created by the conjunction of rail lines and
property lines has created a very distinctive landscape
signature, making a graphic checkerboard of much of
the Plains. states. the Middle West, and even the valley's
of, the West, where the clusters of more dense settlement
he surrounded by orderly agricultural fields.

Sherwood Anderson, in his famous work, Winesburg.
Ohio, pens another view of a small community sur-
rounded by open farmland.

It was early evening of a day in the late fall and the
Winesburg County Fair had brought crowds of country
people into town. On the Trunion Pike. where the
road after it left town stretched away berween berry
tOds now covered with dry brown leaves, the dust from
Os,sing wagons arose in clouds. Children, curled into
little balls, slept on the straw scattered on wagon beds.
Their hair was full of dust and their fingers black and
sticky The dust rolled away over the fields and the
departing sun set it ablaze wit1- colors

In the main street-of Winesburg crowds filled the
stores and the sidewalks Night came on. horses whin-
nied. the Jerks in the stores ran madly about, children
became lost and cried lustily. an American tow^ worked
terribly at the task of amusing itself (1947-285)

The fields crosvd in on the town margins. and the life
of the community accommodates a rural rhythm. But
the adverb "terribly" hangs like a shadow over Ander-
son's view of this scene.



We begin with a view,of the small town landscape
because the origins of so much of our population were
found in ,these settlements. Although the great majority
of us now know only the city or its suburbs as a honke
settlement, literature can help us feel an empathy for
those who have lived in places like Hanove- or Wines:
burg. Such communities represent -a signature for '.ir-
tually all modern societies at some point in their cultural
development.

Patterns have been embossed upon the land as people
have crafted their space and all are the product of a
complex decision-making process operating simultane-
ously at many different scales. The decisionslike the
modified landscape itselfreflect people's preferences
and traditional configurations. Authors who use land-
scape signatures deftly in elaborating their themes create
works of special importance for leographers, for they
broaden our capacity to assess the cultural flavor of
places. Well-written description not only helps us com-
prehend the nature of a locale, it also motivates our

{_desire to seek additional knowledge of place and space.
Scale is .not of critical importance as we look for

signatures of settlement in literature. One of the positive
flexibilities of geography is that it permits us to focus
our analysis-on entire continents, broad-ranging country-

` sides, grand cities ("Well said, that Ch'angan looks like
a chessboard," penned a ninth-century poet of the rang
capital), or we may ck,ncentrate on the detail of a single
farmstead or the experiences of an individual person.
Geography iS generous in its scale; the range of places is
virtually infinite.

Looking at a single farmstead, we can see the author's
skill in portraying the detail of settlement at an intimate
human scale. The works of Jesse Stuart (1956), Erskine
Caldwell (105). and William Faulkner (1950), to name
just a few, incorporate graphic "asides" which describe
the life and landscape of farming. Consider the detail
provided'in IvIalic Twain's description of a farm.

Phelps's was one of these httle one-horse cotton plan-
tations, and they all look alike. A rail fence round a two-
acre yard: a stile. made out of logs sawed off and up-
ended, in,steps, like barrels of a different length. to carob
over the fence with, and for the women to stand,on when
they are going to jump onto a horse: some sickly grass
patches in the big yard, but mostly it was bare and

'smooth, like an old bat with the nap rubbed off, big
double log house for the white folkshewed logs. with
the chinks stopped up with mud or mortar, and these
mudstripes been whitewashed some time or anotl.a,
round-log kitchen, with a big broad, open but coolest
passage joining it to the house, log ii:gger-cabins in a
row t'other side the smokehouse, one little but all by
itself away down against the back fence, and some out-
buildings down a piece the other side-. ash-hopper. and
big kettle to pile soap in, by the little hut: bench by the
kitchen door, with bucket of water and a gourd; hound
asleep there, in the sun, more hounds asleep round
about. about three shade trees assay off in a corner.
some, arrant bushes and gooseberry bushes in,une plae
by 'he fence. outside of the fene, a garden anti a water-
melon patch. then the ...ottori fields begins. and after th
fields, the woods (The .1dcentlees 411uLkleberr Finn

.1918 249-250)

-I I

As in the images of Cather and Anderson, the settle-
ment Twain describes captures the tenuous relationship

, between min and nature. Phelps, has pushed back the
woods to the borders of his cotton fields; the huts of
Hanover Icok as if they might be blown roof-over-wall
across the windy emptiness of the plains; the children of
Winesburg are softly covered by the dust of the open
earth. Through the sensitive language of fiction we see
how civilization has pushed aside the natural landscape
just far enough to nest a settlement.

If we proceed toward an urban setting, we find this
tension between settlement and raw space intensified. In
Gavin Lambert's The Slide Area, the notion of locating
a city where nothing or its sort se r d likely to exist, is
an extension of the "nature-displa d" theme. Evidence
of the humanized landscape of L s Angeles is tersely
noted and deplored:

9'

It is only a few miles' drive to the ocean, but before
reaching it I shall- be nowhere. Hard to describe the
ifilpression of unreality, because it is intangible; almost
supernatural; something in the air. (The air ... Last
night on the weather telecast tife commentator, men-
tioning electric storms near Palm Springs and heavy
smog in Los Angeles, described the behavior of the air
as 'neurotic'. Of course. Like everything else the air
must be imported and displaced, like the water driven
along huge aqueducts from distant reservoirs, like the
palm trees' tilting above mortuary signs and laun-
dromats along Sunset Boulevard.) Nothing belongs.
Nothing belongs except the desert soil and the gruff
eroded-looking mountains to the north.... [The
houses) are imitation 'Frendh Provincial' or 'new' Re;
gency or Tudor or Spanish hacienda or Cape-Cod. and
except for a few crazy mansions, seem to have sprung up
overnight. The first settlers will be arriving tomorrow
from parts unknown. (1959:13-14)

Here we see how landscape may stimulate a speculation
which transcends the physical element of the trans-
formed earth. Within and beyond the above passage,
Lambert makes value judgments about the whole of
American society, stimulated entirely by the urban scene
he is driving through. In foll6wing paragraphs, he ex-
presses alarm over the wasteful vse,of land, the rapidity
of seemingly unfounded change, and the confusion
brought about by the great distances separating places
of frequent interaction. Reading Lambert's work re-
quires also a reading of landscape, and this dual focus
encourages readers to think more clearly about what
they are seeing, so that.their own vision of the landscape
is enhanced by the correspondinpmeaning of the novel.

Acts Of settlement encompass more than the con-
scious, purposeful locating of/major physical works,
such as railroads, streets, or hAtnesteads. Consideration
must also be given to the genesis of decisions which
appear to contradict ratiolial thought processes.
Peoplein the act of decid where to locatemayihas

e a great deal of negatis inforthation about a site
and still choose to settle there. Individuals who have
perhed their homes atop steel pillars over open-space,
or on exposed cliffs at the sea's edge, or deep in forest
wildernesses where there are neither basic utilities nor



neighbors who could assist thorn should something criti-
cal happen are known to all of us in one form or an-
9ther. We explain away these occurrences because of
personal idiosynctacies or sheer ignorance. But what of
whole cities making collective settlement decisions
which seem to defy` the laws of nature?

jn Doris Lessing's "Report From a Threatened City."
she builds a case for utter disbelief about the location of
San Francisco. Her vehicle to express this amazement is
a group of extraterrestrial beings who ,b7tve landed in
the city with the intention of saving the urban popu-
lation front natural disaster by informing them that they
have settled in a geologically unstable zone, a zone of
certain earthquakes. Note how Lessing. has her charac-
ters manifest absolute incredulity as they struggle to
comprehend how an entire city, could choose to remain
in,an area destined for shocking destruction.

The trouble with this species is not that it is unable to
forecast its immediate future, it is that it doesn't seem to
cap% Yet that is altogetNr too simple a stating of its
condition. If it were so simplethat it knew that within
five years its city was to be destroyed. or partly de-
stroyed. And.that it was indifferentwe should have to
say: This species lacks the first quality necessary to any
animal species:, IC-lacks the wilt to live. .[We have
found] a species and a condition absolutely without
precedent in our experience of the inhabited planets... .
We had decided that they had a gap. that this gap made

it impossible for them to see into the immediate fu-
ture.... We never once considered another possibility,
the truththat they had no gap, that they knew about
the threatened danger and did not care. Or behaved as if
they did not. (1972:81-82)

Such attitudes may not be immediately evident on the
landscape, bat once the viewer knows of the natural
hazard, then the urban Skyline and residential neighbor-
hoods express a good deal of cultural information about
their inhabitants. The message elaborated upon more
fully in the remainder of Lessing's story is nbt only that
the people of San Francisco appear unconcerned about
the earthquake hazard of their settlement site, but they
are openly belligerent toward any person or group who
might suggest that they realize and react to this seismic
hazard. This short story is a study in frustration for the
author and the reader. For the geographer, it is addi-
tionally an essay on humSn blindness to the unsuitabil-
ity of some environments for safe settlement.

Settlement signatures involve all scales of human ac-
tivity.-As each spe6ial geometry is considered, one real-
izes that distinct decisions and assumptions have been
made by people and their institutions as they organize
space for settlement. Fiction emphasizes the social and
psychological aspects of settlement, aS it weaves'it,s sto-
ries around the settings people have created for them-
selves. We, as readers, see these features brought to life
through the skilled pens of creative authors.

_IV. LANDSCAPES OF AGRICULTURE

And isesi of Ilonyhdu. the on,e barren lonlands that had
jorther4 required lisem) acres to !purist: a ,uts, blos-
somed into the lushest. most profitable agricultural lands
in the ssorlil When tlw sugar cane stood eight feet tall.
bursting with pace: for mile after mile you could not see
the red volcanic sod, nor could you see the water that
Wdd Whip had brought to it All you could see was
money (Michener. lfassau. 1959.652)

Students of landscape must search for a broad diver-
sity of human activity when attempting to interpret the
agricultural signature. Not only should one investigate
the kinds of crops a community or an individual farm-
stead raises, but there is- a need also to determine the
nature of the transformation from raw land to farm-
land. This act of modification requires social organiza-
tion, financial investment, agricultural technology, geo-
graphic knowledge. supportive land tenure and legal
systems. the creation of adequate farm machinery, and
the collection of farm labor. James Michener is master-
ful in weaving all of these elements into engrossing
literature. As intrigued as the reader of Hawaii becomes
in the development of the epic's character,, there per
sists a parallel enthusiasm for understanding the land-
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scape's response to the novel's drama. The land and the
people appear bound in a single intricate growth cycle.

Field patterns of different cultures are so distinctive
that they may be employed by-the most innocent ob-
server as evocations of the essence of a society. Paul
Theroux, an American author who recounts his railway
odyssey through Asia in The Great Railway - Bazaar,
offers his personal view of Japanese fields:

A glimpse of two acres of farmland made rite hopeful
of more fields, but it was a novelty, no more than that.
the tiny plow, the narrow furrows, the winter crops
sown inches apart, the hay not stacked but collected, in
s ill swatchesa farm in miniature. In the distance.
thk pattern was repeated on several hills, but there the
furvws were filled with snow, giving-the landscape the
look of seersucker. That was the image that occurred to
me. but by the time I thought of it we wr'c miles away.
(1975:290)

irtually the same seersucker scene can evoke a signif-
,icantly contrasting image in the eyes of one who works
within those _narrow furrows:

Vs ang Lung was healed of his sickness of lose by the
good dark earth of his fields and he felt the moist soil on



his feet and he smelled the earthy fragrance rising up out
of the furrows he turned for the wheat. He ordered his
laborers hither and thither and they did a mighty day of
labor, plow hing here and ploughing there, and Wang
Lung stop first behind the oxen and cracked the whip
over their Cks and_saw the deep curl of earth turning
as the plo went into the soil, and then he called to
Ching and g ve him the ropes, and he himself took a hoc
and broke u the soil intq fine loamy stuff, soft as black
sugar, and st 11 dark with the wetness of the land upon it.
(Buck, The Good Earth, 1944:184-185)

Recognition of the'disparity between perceptions ofsim-
ilar landscapes, or even the opposing views of an identi-
cal scene, as in William Saroyan's "The Promegranate
Trees" or 0. Henry's "The Pride of theCities," is one of
the rewarding experiences that literature yields as it
helps us to move, outside the limitations of our.own
perception and experience. Differences in the opposing
perspectives may arise-from Varying degrees of familiar-
ity

'kid
the locale, or from people's conflicting needs of

the Pakd as the dramas of work and landscape become
one.

The struggle among settlers for finite amounts of land-
and water as they pushed the frontier westward across
the United States had stimulated strong confrontations

'described in the literature of American settlement. The
battle over rangeland and croplqnd in the Great Plains is
the funmental theme in Conrad Richter's The Sea of
Grass. In the conversation below between a cattleman
and a young district attorney. we,drea,ble.to feel keenly
how individuals become ruthlessly attached to a specific
use of the-land. The attorney has dared to ask the
powerful rancher whether he would allow farming fami-
lies to settle undisturbed on a small part of the vast open
range he controlled but .did not own. The rancher re-
spondedt

'I have sympathy for the pioneer settler who came out
here,and risked his life and family among the India's.
And I hope I have a little charity for the nester who
waited until the country was safe and peaceable before
he filed a homestead on someone else's range who
fought for it. But when that nester pickscountry like
my big vega, that's more than seven thousand feet above
the sea, when he wants to.plow it up to support his
family where there isn't enough rain for crops to-grow,
where he only kills theirass that will grows where he
starves for water and feed his family by killing my betf
and, becomes a man without respect to himself and a
miserable menace to the territory, then I have neither
sympathy nor charity!' (1%7:23-24)

Micherier, in the epic Centennial. gives a_siMilar theme
axial importance where the contest is not only between
cattlemen and farmers (literally, tie sod-busters), but
also between cattlemen and sheepherders.

The desire to author life on the earth through gardens
or farms results in the pursuit of agriculture large and
small in locales where rational counsel orthe laws of
nature would argue against it. An excellent prose ex-
pression of this creation of an agricultural landscape in
defiance of the laws of moisture and soil appears in
William Saroyan's "The Pomegramite Trees." Think of
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the irrational but dynamic attitude of Uncle Melik in
these opening paragraphs of a story of spiritual growth
through falure in farming:

My uncle Melik was just about the worst farmer-that'
ever lived. He was too imaginative and poetic for his
own good. What he wanted was beauty. He wanted to
plant it and see it grow ... It was all pure aesthetics, not
agriculture. My uncle just liked the idea of planting trees
and watching IllefigroW.

Only they wouldn't grow. It was on account of the
soil.The soil was desert soil. It was dry. My uncle waved
at the six hundred and eighty acres of desert he had
bought and he said in the most poetic Armenian any-
body ever heard, Here in this awful desolation a garden
shall flower, fountains of cold water shall bubble out of
the earth, and all things of beauty shall come into being.
(1942:278)

Another perspective on this philosophy of farming
may be drawn from Henry David Th reau's Walden, a
personal narrative every bit as cvoc tive as the finest
fiction:

We arse wont to forget that the sun looks on our
cultivated fields and on the prairies and forests without
distinction. They all reflect and absorb his rays alike,
and the former make but a small` pa t of the glorious
picture which he beholds in his daily co rse. In his view
the earth is all equally cultivated r garden. There-
fore-we should receive the benefit of is light and heat
with a corresponding trust and magnanimity. What
though I value the seed of these beans, and harvest-that
in the fall of the year?-This broad field which I have
looked at so long looks not to me as the principal
cultivator,but away from me to influences moretgenial
to it, which water it and make it green. These beans have
results which are not harvested by me. Do,they not grow
for woodchucks partly? The ear of wheat (in Latin Spica,
obsoletely speca, from spe, hope) should not be the only
hope of the husbandman; its kernel or grain (granum,
from gerendo,Thearing) is not all that it bears. How,
then, can our harvest fail? Shall I not rejoice also at the
abundance of the-weeds whose seeds are the granary of
the birds? It matters little comparatively whether the
fields fill the farmer's barns. The true husbandman will
cease from anxiety, as the squirrels manifest no concern
whether the woods will bear chestnuts this year or not.
and finish hist labor with every day, relinquishing all
claim to the produce of his fields, and sacrificing in his
mind not only his first but his last fruits also. (1971:166)

Or. look past the hyperbole of this observation from
Edward Abbey's The'Monkey Wrench Ggng and specu-
late about the truth of the fall from huniing'being tan-
tamount to a fall from grace with nature. As we accom-
pany the four major characters -- self - proclaimed_
protectors of the environment' from the ravishes of
man on -their flight from civilization, they pass below
the remains of art Anasazi cliff dwelling:

The fOur tramp on over the sloping beds of sandstone,
over the rocks and gravel of the waterless stream bed,
through the endless sand, through the heat.

"Maybe back there's where I should live," muses
Hay duke aloud. "Up in that cave with the ghosts."
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"Not my kinda life," Smith says.
Nobody responds. All trudge wearily ahead.
"Never did have much use for farmers," Smith goes

on. (Trudge trudge.) "And that includes melon growers.
Before farming was invented we was all hunters or
stockmen_ We lived in the open, and every man had at
least ten square miles all his own. Then they went and
invented agricUlture and the human race took a big step
backwards. From hunters and ranchers down to farm.
ers, that was one hell of a fall. And even worse to come.
(1975:304)

Does a rejection of man's purposeful alteration.of the
earth necessarily lead to a rejection of agriculture? To
the extent that author Abbey encourages us to sympa-
thize with the feelings of his characters, he also leads us
toward a confrontation with this fuller implication of
the humanized landscape.

If farming is vulnerable to attack as an interference
with nature, an empathetic novelist can also recognize
farming as an act essential. to the souls of men. Frank
Norris' novel The Octopus receives, much of its power
from the interpersonal tension created by the differing
degrees of control that leading characters had over the
growing and shipping of wheat. In this passage below,
not only has wheat taken over the full breadth of the
vista open to the eyes of Presley, but , the power of
mankind is measured by success or failure with the crop:

As he had planned, Presley reached the hills by the
head waters of Broderson's Creek late in the afternoon,
Toilfully he climbed them, reached the highest crest, and
turning about, looked long and for the last time at all
the reach of the valley unrolled beneath him. The land of
the ranches opened out forever and forever under the
stimulus of that measureless range of vision. The whole
gigantic sweep of the San Joaquin expanded Titanic
before the eye of the mind, flagellated with heat, quiver-
ing and shimmering under the sun's red eye. It was the
season after the harvest, and the great earth. the mother.
after its period of reproduction, its pains of labor, deliv-
ered of the fruit of its loins, slept the sleep of exhaustion
in the infinite repose of the colossus, benignant. eternal,
strong, the nourisher of nations, the feeder of an entire
world,

And as Presley looked there came to him strong and
true the sense and the significance of all the enigma of
growth. He seemed for one instant to touch the ex-
planation of existence. Men were nothings. mere am-
malcuiae. mere ephemerides that fluttered and fell and
were forgotten betv.een dawn and dusk Vanamee had
said there was no death. But fpr one second Presley
could go one step further. Men were naught, death was
naught. life was naught; FORCE only existedFORCE
that brought men into the world. FORCE that crowded
them out of it to make way for the succeeding gener-
anon. FORCE that made the wheat grow. FORCE that
garnered it from the soil to give place to the'succeeding
crop.

It was the mystery of vreatiun, the stupenduus miravle
of re-creation, the vast rhythm of the seasons. measured.
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alternative, the sun and the stars keeping time as the
eternal symphdny of reproduction swung in its tre-
mendous cadences like the colossal pendulum of an
almighty machineprimordial, energy flung out from
the hand of the Lord God himself, immortal, calm,
infinitely strong. (1922:633-634)

Norris concludes this emotional novelthe first/of an
intended trilogy on wheatwith a description of the
death by "drowning" of the antagonist in the hold of a
wheat cargo ship, as he suffocates in the tons of grain
filling the ship's hold. In a symbolic sense,-the values of
the small family farm have been overwhelmed by the
forces of corporate agri-business, as again the landscape
is used to communicate a social value. -

Finally, we consider the reclainiing of cleared land by
a restless nature. When one stumbles over a stone fence
in the thick of a New England woods, the shadow out-
lines of earlier farms are recalled. The encroachment:Of
forests on slopes which, have now become sage because
of the cessation of burning and the discontinuation of
grazing are other examples of nature's success in :re-
claiming land once farmed by man. The following short
paragraph from Louis Bromqeld's The Farm describes a
thicket which once was farmed. Think ..qf how obscure
that signature is now in the rie. farmlands of central
Ohio:

- Beyond the woods lay Finney's thicket, a big aban-
doned jungle of a place - hich lid 'not belong to
Johnny's grandfather, but JD neighbor who long ago
had cut down the forest an allowed the saplings and,
underbrush to take.possession. In parts,it was a tangled
jungle of willows and wild grape vines and birch trees,
and in it. two miles or more from any highroad, the
shrubs and wildflowers, the wild birds and animals, lived
unmolested. ... In the thickest part the grandchildren
built cabins and played at Indians, dividing into two
parties in a game the goal of which was for one side to
discover, surround, and capture the'camp of the other;
butso thick was the underbrush and so vast the thicket
that more than once the game ended at evening without
discovery of the camp. (1955:78)

Literature affords perhaps a better entry into farmers'
landscape thoughts than does nonfiction writing. Pre-
cious few have been the farmers who made the time to
pen their feelings about this most essential of all land-
scape modification acts. Thus it is left to the creative
author, familiar with the demands of empathy, to give
us an effective approximation of farmers' sentiments.
Works of fiction and similar writings have perhaps been
guilty of investing the life of the plant tenders with more
romance, drama, and excitement than truly exists. But if
we can assist learning by images and themes stimulated
by effective literature to see the imprint of the farmer's
tending of plants and the myriad associated tasks and
culture markers of agriculture, then literature has served
farmers and their landscape well.



V. LANDSCAPES OF LIVELIHOOD

The Fairy palaces burst into illumination, before pale
morning showed the monstrous serpents of smoke trailing
themselves over Cokelown. A clattering of dogs upon the
pavement: a rapid ringing of bells; and all the melancholy
mad elephants, polished and oiled up for the day's monot-
ony, were at their heavy exercise again. '

Stephen bent over his loom, quiet, watchful, and steady.
A special contrast, as every man was in the forest of looms
where Stephen worked, to the crashing, smashing, tearing
piece of mechanism at which he labored. Never fear, good
people of an anxious turn of mind, that Art will-consign
Nature to oblivion. Set anywhere, side by side, the work of
Goa and the work of man and the former, even though it
be a troop of Hands of very small account, will gain in
dignity from the comparison.. . .

The day grew strong, and showed itself outside, even
agpinst the flaming lights within. The lights were turned
ow, and the work went on. The rain fell, and the Smoke-
serpents, submissive to the curse of all that tribe, trailed
themselves upon the earth. In the wasteyard outside, the
steam from the escape pipe, the litter of barrels and old
iron, the shining heaps of coals, the ashes everywhere,
were shrouded in a veil of mist and ram. .(Dickens,
hard Times, 1966:53)

Image-Inakers in documentary and travel films have a
lopsided affection for the steel mill and the textile mill as
symbols of economic activity. Whether it is the flame,
steam, machinery, or smoke, or the essential nature of
the goods produced, these factory scenes are constant
landscape signatures of the pattern of human livelihood.
The various mediafilms, literature, and even songs--:
find the process of compressing people into compact,
machine-dominated space an effective symbol of the
industrialization of humankind-during that past century
and a half. One of the reasons that this scene is, so
'common is that all senses may be touched by the fea-

t
lures of this landscape. The smells_ of the fuel and raw
material; the whine of the machine, the texture of the

\ uicborrie grit, even the dusty taste of vegetables grown in
' ifie,shadow of these massive factories, blend together to

create,a pattern of livelihood that our senses cannot
deny.

The opening selection from Charles Dickens' Hard
Time51`illustrates his effective use of a fictional landscape
tO communicate the horrors of the factory landscape
arid particularly child labor conditions in mid-nine-
teenth century industrial England. As labor laws
changed under the pressure of onslaughts such as this,,
the need for labor-saving machinery increased accord-
ingly, The subsequent transfdrmation in manufacturing
technology has been responsible for progressive ;flange
in this realm of the landscapes of livelihood.

''. In the United States, we have our own authors who
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took offense at the social and aesthetic symbols of the
world of heavy industry. One of the most impo5tant
examples of this kind of literature is The Jungle by
Upton Sinclair. What Dickens effected for the textile
industrial scene in England, Sinclair initiated for the
meat-packing industry in our country. In the following
passages we can see the interplay of landscape and social
forces as the novel weaves its. own special sense of the
transformation of landscape. Sinclair's use of hogs in
this section (not unlike George Orwell's Animal Farm)
ultimately' serves as metaphor for the workers whose
lives are dominated by the packing plant. In line with
that symbolism, we are confronted with unmistakable
evidence of the power of industrial and commercial
concentration in the jungle of the Chicago slaughter
houses.

Meantime, heedless of all these things, the men upon
the floor were going about their work. Neither squeals
of hogS nor tears of visitors made any difference to
them; one by one they 'hooked up the hogs, and one by
one with a swift stroke they slit their throats. There was
a long line of -hogs, with squeals and life-blood ebbing
away together; until at last each started again, and van-
ished with a splash into -a huge vat of boiling water.

It was all so very businesslike that one watched it
fascinated. It was pork-making by machinery, pork-
making by applied mathematics. And yet somehow the
most matter-of-fact person could, not help thinking of
the hogs; they were so innocent, they came in so very
trustingly; and they were so very human in their pro-
testsand so perfectly within their rights! They had
done nothingto deserve it; and it was adding insult to
injury, as the thing was done here, swinging them up in
this cold-blooded, impersonal way, without a pretence
at apology, without the homage of a tear. Now and then
a visitor wept, to be sure. b9t this slaughtering-machine
ran on, visitors or no visitors._It waSlike some horrible
crime cointhitted` irt a" dungeon, all unseen and un-
heeded, bur!ed out of sight and of Memory.

One could not stand and watch very long without
becoming philosophical, without beginning to deal in
symbols and similes, and to hear the hog-squeal of the
universe. Was it permitted to believe that there was
nowhere upon the earth. or above the earth. a,beaven
for hogs, where they were requited for all this suffering? s

Each one of these hogs was a separate creature. Some
were white hogs, some were black, some were brown,
some were spotted; some were old, some were young,
some were long and lean, some were monstrous. And
each of them had an individuality of his own, a will of
his own, a hope and a heart's desire; each was full of
self-confidence, of self-importance, and a sense of dig-

. nity. And trusting and strong i,n faith he had gone about
his business, the while a black shadow hung over him
and a-horrid Fate waited in his pathway. Now suddenly
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it had swooped upon him, and had seized him by the leg.
Relentless, remorseless it was, all his- protests, his
screams, were nothing to itit did its cruel will with

as if his wishes, his feelings, had simply no exis-
tence at all; it cut his throat and watched him gasp out
his life..And now was one to believe that .there was
nowhere a god of hogs, to whom this hog-personality
was precious, to whom these hog-squeals and agonies
had a meaning: Who would take this hog into his arms
and comfort him, reward him for his work. well done,
and show him the meaning of his sacrifice? (t906. 39.40)

Through Dickens .1 view, we saw the entire skyline of
manufacturing and early industrial concentration. In
The Jungle Avg look beneath the facade of the landscapr-,
to the intimate workings of a particular industry. If we_'
continue to change scale, we can find ourselves looking
for the visual elements of the factory as seen by a single
individual. In such a selection, we can begin to sense -the
awesome ,power the factory wields over the individual
worke&,.

Jack London, like Upton Sinclair, tried to educate his
readers about the evils of factory conditions. In his semi-
autobiographical novel Martin Eden (which fore-
shadowed London's own suicide);he created a character
who became a social reformer as well as the darling-of
San Francisco's turn-of-the-century high society. Sim-
ilar reformist postures are assumed by characters or
narrators in his short stories, one of which is "The
Apdstate." This story recalls Dickens' alarm over child
labor some fifty years earlier. The focut is tightened so
that we become engrossed in the fate of a particular
individual and his personal landscape. As we react to the
experiences of London's character, we may also recall
the feelings of the laboring farmer in the earlier excerpts
froM Thoreau and Saroyan.

In the factory quarter. doors were opening e% ery
where and he was soon one of a multitude that pressed
onward througli-the dark. As he entered the factory gate
the whistle -blew- again. He glanced at -the east. Across a
ragged sky-line of housetops a pale light was beginning
to creep. This much he saw of the day as he turned his
back upon it and joined his work gang.

He took his place in one of many long rows of ma-
chines. Before him, above a bin filled with small bob-
bins, were large bobbins revolving rapidly. Upon these
he wound the jute twine of the small bobbins. The work
was simple. All that was required was celerity. The small
bobbins were emptied so rapidly, find there were so
many large bobbins that did the emptying, that there
were no idle moments.

He worked mechanically. When a small bobbin ran
out, he used his left hand for a brake, stopping the large
bobbin and at the same time, with thumb and forefinger,
catching a flying end of twine. Also, at -the same time.
with his right hand, he caught up the lose twine-end of a
small bobbin. These various acts with both hands were
performed simultaneously and swiftly. Then there
would come a flash of his hands as he looped the
weaver's knot and released the bobbin, There was noth-
ing difficult about weaver's knots. He once boasted he
could tie them in his sleep. And for that matter. he
sometimes did. toiling-centuries long in a single night at
tying an endless succession of weaver's knots.
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Some of the boys shirked, wasting time and machin-
ery by not replacing the small bobbins when they ran
out. And there was an overseer to prevent this. He
caught Johnny's neighbor at the trick, and boxed his
ears.

"Look at Johnny therewhy ain't you like him?", the
overseer wrathfully demanded.

Johnny's bobbins were running full blast, but he did
not thrill at,,the indirect praise. There had been a
time.... but that was long ago, very long ago. His
apathetic face was expressionless'as he listened to him-
self 'being held/up as a shining example. He was the
perfect worker. He knew that. He had been told so
often, It was a commonplace, and besides it didn't seem
to'rnean anything to him anyMore. Flom the perfect
worker he had evolved into- the plrfebt machine. When
his work Went wrpng, it was with him as with the 'ma-
chine, due to faulty material. It wobid have been as
possible for a peirett nail-die to cut imperfect nails as
for him /to makesi mistake.

And smabwonder. There had never been a time when
he had 'not been in intimate relationship with machines.
Machinery had almost been bred into him, and at any
rate he had been brought. up on it (1958: 237-238)

Observe the narrow range of skills that the machine
operator must master, particularly in contrast with -the
farmers seen earlier. Both occupations begin their labors
at dawn, but the factory worker has to turn away from
the day and surround himself with the machines and
clangor of the factory. London's youthful man has no
need to think; manual dexterity suffices. The man and
the machine blend with one another, submerging all
vestiges of human individuality. v -

In Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.'s Player Piano, the factory
landscape is employed to highlight various dimensions

-of human labor, class differentiation, art] machine-de,
pendency, as part of a work created around the theme of
an American vocational revolt. After recalling do early
photograph of a machine-shop's first workers, who had
posed "almost fierce with dignity and pride," Vonnegut
introduces the reader to the present scene of a fully-
mechanized, remote-controlled shop:

He paused for a moment by the last welding-machine
group.... Two steel plates were stripped from a pile,
sent rattling down a chute; were seized by mechanical
hands and thrust under the welding-machine. The we)d-
ing -heads dropped, sputtered, and rose. A battery or
electric eyes balefully studied the union of the two
plates, signaled a meter inKatharme's office that all was
well with welding-machine group five in Building 58,
4rld the welded+plates skittered down another chute into
the jaws of the punch -press group in the basement.
Every seventeen seconds, each of the twelve machines in
the group completed the cycle. 1

Looking the length of Building 58, Paul had the im-
pression of a great gymnasium, where countless squads
practiced precision calisthenicsbobbing, spinning,
leaping, thrqsting, waving.. (1952: 7-8)

This passage lays the groundwork for an uneasiness
abobt the elimination of humanity from the industrial
landscape, as we pOnder the coihpleteness with which we
hive been, superseded by machine in this industrial
scene.



Think for a minute about the variety of attitudes
expressed in these four factory profiles. Little more than
a century separates Dickens and, Vonnegut. yet from the
fairy palaces of Coketown to the fully automated Ilium
works of upstate New York we witness the dramatic
change from a situation where children were trapped in
a machine space to that of a throbbing machine room
from which people were excluded. Similar feelings of
modern man as an eventual outcast among the machines
are evoked at a different scale in a brief description of a
small zit al machine shop from James Dickey's Dein-
erance."-aThovel known prinLinally for its encounter be-
oveen urban man and the primitive landscape.

It was dark and iron-smelling. hot with the closed-in
heat that brings the sweat out as though it had been
waiting all over your body for the right signal. Anvils
stood around or lay on their sides, and chains Piling-
down, covered with coarse, deep grease. The air a% full
of hooks: there' were sharp points everywheretools
and nails and nppedopen rusty tin cans Batteries stood
on benches and on the floor, luminous and green. and
through everything, out of the high roof. mostly, came
this clanging hammering, meant to deafen and even
blind. It was odd to be there, not yet seen. paining with
the metal harshness in the half-dark t 1970. 57i

We see not only the physical features of the shop. so
foreign to _the urban men who are confronted by them.
but we-are also led to ponder the imagery evoked by the
jumble of tools and chains. by the darkness and the feel
of the shop. This completely manmade environment
later conjures a fear nearly equal to the terror produced
by the rapids in the riser that shapes so much of the
ifOvel. How can these two fears be nearly equal?

These observations are not unique to literature. but
their impact is heightened by the willingness to be in-
volved which a res brings to fiction. The characters
become greater than lifesite. The situations unfold into
numerous struggles between man and machine. Readers
sense quickly where their own sentiments lie and become
entangled with the whole landscape of livelihood in a
more provocative way than if they were exposed merely
to some technical reports detailing industrial conditions.
This ability to intensify reaction makes literature an
especially effective teaching medium and learning expe-
rience.

Looking beyond the factory. the landscape signature
of commercial activity also has a strong capacity for
dominating a vista. Look. for example. at this excerpt
from Edward- Bellamy's Looking Baaward, where his
character. Julian West. has recently returned from a late
twentieth-century utopia to the harsh rbalities of late
nineteenth-century Boston. He is aghast at the land-
scape of retailing that unfolds before him.

I reached Washington Street at the busiest point. and
there I stood aikd laughed aloud. to the scandal of the
passers-by For my life I could not have helped it. with
such a mad humor was I moved at sight of the inter-
minable rows of stores on cithecside. up and down the
street so far as I could see.scores of them, to make thci,
spectacle more utterly preposterous. within a stone's
throw des oted to selling the same sort of goods. Stores!

stores' stores' miles of stores! ten thousand stores to
distribute the goods needed by this one city. which in my
dream had been supplied with all things from a single
warelilase, as they werE ordered through one great store
in every quarter..

I had passed through Washington Street thousands of
times before and stewed the ways of those who sold
merchandise, but my curiosity concerning them was as if
I had never gone by their way-before. I took wondering
note of the show wlidows of the stores, filled w ith goods
arranged with a wealth of pains and artistic device to
attract the eye. I saw the throngs of ladies looking in.
and the proprietors eagerly %%atating the effect of the
bait I went within and noted the hawk-eyed floor-
walker watching for business, overlooking the clerks.
keeping them to their task of inducing the customers to
buy. buy. buy, for money if they had it for credit if they
had it not, to buy what they wanted, what they could not
afford. (1888. 313-315)

Bellamy's rejecticr of the prevailing values of free enter-
prise and competition enables him to view this common-
place landscape as strangely absurd. This capacity for
stimulating fiew and different perspective on mundane
scenes is one of the provocatiye ways in which landscape
appreciation may be enhanced through reading fiction.

We frequently encounter-street scenes as part of-the
landscape of livelihood We saw Images of such settings
in 0 Pioneers!, Luoking Backward, and Winesburg. Ohio
abuse. and another appears in Edna Ferber's Giant (see
Chapter Six). -Consider the use of.A .c,q,mmetciat streek
scene in the following passage from The Good Earth by
Pearl Buck. as -she creates a sense of security and hope
for the starving %yang Lung and his family, rural folk
rewly arrived in the-city of Nanking.

Here in file city there was food everywhere. The cob-
bled streets of the fish market were lined with great
baskets of-big silver fish. caught in the night out of the
teeming river. with-tubs of small shining fish. dipped out
of a net cast over a pool. with heaps of yellow crabs.
squirming and nipping in peevish astonishment, with
writhing eels for gourmands at the feasts At the grain
markets there were such baskets of grain that a man
might step into them and sink and smother and none
know it who did not see it; white rice and brown and
daik yellow wheat and pale gold wheat, and yellow
soybeans and red beans and green broad beans and
canary-colored millet and grey sesame. (1944 94)

Not' mtfst we journey to exotic places in order to
become involved in the human qualities of the corn-
nrrcial landscape. In "Year Of Wonders," for example.
Joyce Carol Oates creates a definite sense of personal
identity within the apparently uniform and common-
maze structure of a suburban shopping mall.

Twenty-eight entrances all equal in size The -Main
Lntrance- is no different from the othersa double
f hermopane dour that opens automatically when you
approach it It faces Seaway enue and the "A" park-
ing lot. But it is no larger than the twenty -seven other
entrances So the way you choose to enter is lust an
accident, but it can decide your life. (1974 337)
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Oates proceeds to chronicle the diserse and highly per-
sonal experiences of a young teenage girl. which result
from her relatively unimportant and almost random
cl*ce of which entrance to take into the mall. Through
the sensitive language of fiction, we can appreciate the
significance of space in the life of such an individual, and
thereby gain some insights into the human potential
inherent in all landscapes of livelihood.

In closing,' let us consider a landscape signature
that suggests a link Iftetween livelihood, the main theme
of this chapter, and sacred space, our primary concern
in the following chapter. The metaphor in the following
passage from The Tower by Richard Stern suggests how
the landscape presence of modern vocational pursuits
has taken on human-like attributes. At the same time,
this modern space takes on a quasi-sacred quality as a
my.anument to man's design and engineering greatness

Fur one hundred and twentytive floors, from street
level to Tosser Room, the building ruse tail, and visas
and shining Abuse the Tosser Room the radio and
telesision spire thrust sharply against the sk

As the structure greys. its arteries, reins, nerses. and

iliasue. v.Cte Ausert into the sshoic miles of swing,
,.ablcs tid unduits, heating.

.er.t.!at.rig, and air-Lunditioning ducts, intakes, and out-
letsand alv.ays, alv.ays the monitoring systems and
de:ices to osersee and control the building's internal
en: ironment, its health. its hfe

' The building breathed. manipulated itt internal sy
tems, slept only as the human body sleeps heart, lungs,
cleansing organs functioning on automatic control, en.
s.ephalic pulsing ceaselessly (1973 1.21

The des otion to detail, to show, to elegance, and to
,quiet massiseness in :he buildings of corporate com-
merce. the excessive concern for foyer ceremonial ware
(tapestries, eculpture, paintings) have all combined to
make this new commpial space fill the role of the
traditional religious spires at the center of the city. Com-
parison of the landscape signatures of sacred space in
the section that follows. will Illustrate the similarities one
can fee) in the presence of the cathedrals of commerce.
In the secular city of today, it is.vcommercein the
landsc...pe of its own livelihood that is creating a major
segment of modern man's sacred space

VI. SIGNATURES OF :SACRED SPACE

In thu5e ,entunei each .:,in maintained a sihred u-ni
onstrueted ol three lasers 4 skin upon a hoden frame

so small that thy men could not hire crawled inside.
goat skins were stretched and upon them here raid skins of
rams IA ed red stub expensive colors brought from Dumas -
sus. and over the NO were throhn strips cif soft badger fur
so that the tent was clear! a thing apart Whenever
Zadok indicated that his clan bilt_t to halt in a given place
the small red tent has erected first, clothing that this .sac
their home. and on flats like this, when the Hebrews .s ere
permanentlt abandoning an area, the last tent to he 5truA
has alhats the red one. and it came doh,: as the elders
stood in prater ichener, The Source, 1%5 lx5i

The architectural signaturesithat denote sacred space
otTer a tangible expression of underlying religious sys-
tems. When one conjures a mental map of the New
England landscape or of a midwestern townseape,
church.images are among the first to present themsels es
Ila person is seeking the generalized sky Idle of a Euro-
pean city, a cathedral above all comes immediately to
mind_ In Latin America. an accurate mental map of a
small town would present the Catholic church standing
out as the dominant structure facing the plaza In the
Orient. the presence of small shrines' in both rural and
urban areas is typical of the expression of the signature
of-sacred space These landscape features are, !elan). els
straightforward and easily read_

Beyond architecture. howeser, space itself can be-
come sacred through the ado, toes and beliefs of man

This quality may esen transcend the narrow confines of
a particular religion at a specific point in time. as Mark
Twain suggests in this passage from The Innocents
4hroad. a highly personalized and creative piece of
t ras el literature-

The) sus that a pagan temple stood where Notre
Dame nca stands, in the old-Roman days, eighteen or
twenty centuries agoremains it arc still preserved in
Paris. and that a-Christian church-took its place about
A_D 300: another took the place of that in AD_ 500:
and that the foundatrons of the present cathedral were
laid about A D 1100 The ground ought to be measura.
Ns sacred by this time one ssould think (1966_961

The ability to transform dramatically the meaning of
a place is one of the distinguishing characteristics of a
system of religious beliefs. James Michener provided a
description of this process in the opening -selection .
above from The Source_ Sinclair Lewis captures.a more
gaudy and perhaps less conventional example in all its
s isid detail as he descriocs "The Waters Of Jordan Ta-
bernacle" in Elmer Gantry, a satirical novel of funda-
mentalist religion. His extraordinarily successful evan-
gelist. Sharon, has bought an old pier on the New Jersey
coast and is remodeling it into a permanent tabernacle
for.her ongoing fundamentalist crusade In the Process,
she brings some sense of sacredness to the place, with
help from the local chamber of commerce

The pier was an immense structure, built of cheap
'knoll:. pine. painted a hectnc red with goldotripes
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passages, we have accentuated obvious uses of the land-
scape in the development of a piece of creative writing.
At other times, we have left the burden upon our read-
ers, asking them to allow literature and landscape to
incite speculation It is our contention that creative liter-
ature is vital to our education just because it does stimu-
late and accommodate all these intellectual pursuits. We
intend to carry this process even further as we now turn

to a more subtle set of landscape signaturesthe ones
we call the behavioral signatures of house Style, garden,
and entertainment. These by no means exhaust the
range of possible signatures which we might consider,
but they do allow us to explore e-relationship
between literature and some traditional and soi
so-traditional concerns of cultural geography.

VIII. BEHAVIORAL SIGNATURES AND THE SHAPING
OF PERSONAL SPACE: HOME AND GARDEN

But :her Prince Prosper() has hams and dauntless and
sagacious When his dominions were half depopulated. he
summoned to- Ins presence a thousand hale and light-
hearted friends from among the knights anddames of his
court, and with these retired to the deep seclusion of one of
his castellated abbeys This it as an extensive and maginfi-
cent structure, the (minion 01 the prince s Own eccentric
set-august taste strong and Ions hall girdled it in This
hall had gates of .run The saunters. hating entered,
brought 'unlaces and imasys hammers and Nettled the
bolts Thiel resolved to lease means neither of ingress or
egress to the sudden unputses-14 despair or of (rout from
maim Th abbey has amply provisioned_ With such pre-
cautions the courtiers might bid defiance to contagion The
ex rnal ssorld could take care of itself bi the meantime it
tiav fall to grieve, or to think The prince had provided all
the appliances (4- pleasure There here buffoons, there
here unproctswori: there here ballet dancers. there here
musisians. there hos Besn41), there has nine Mt thew and
security Here is uhm Without has the Red Death (Poe.

Masque of the Red Death- 19$1b 226)

Broad settlement patterns and industrial systems ,..rep-
resent group cultural decisions that create distinctive
landscapes Personal space. however, is designed on a
much tighter scale It forms its own landscape. while
telling the reader a great deal about the individual and
his or her family Although ther017many elements that
make up the outlines of such personal space. otir focus is
uporr the-signatures-written fry house types lind_gardeffs,
direct links between man and the earth. We choose these
two elernents,of landscape design from a large number
of possible alternatives If one were to be entirely, arbi-
trary, a case could be made for virtually any visible
personal-expression to serve as a signature. Hair style,
manner of dress, choice of car. even spirit of salutation.
all communicate some essence of personality to the in-
terested-viewer House types and gardens, however, exist

his- particularly useful-examples because of their force in
the manipulation of space The imprint of the designer
or maintainer is so clearly evident that these examples of

-nersonal space seem to be most_ illustrative of the stays
landscape can speak directly to us through literature.

-We hope that familiarity with these themes might lead
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the reader to follow his or her own interests to pursue
additional themes in landscape in literature.

House Types

In the opening selection above, Prince Prospero, by
his action. illustrates two criticaraspects of the study of
house types as a method of landscape analysis in -cul-
tural geography. The castle into which he leads his
friends for their seclusion is "the creation of the prince's
own eccentric yet august taste." The home, the castle,
the one -room apartment, the estate, even the motel
room or the van, all are seen by their occupants as being
private space, patterned to reflect their express individ-
uality. Just as our shelters have long served to identify
our social status, so too do they display our personality
and uniqueness. A person's home stands as a representa-
tive profile of one's very essence.

Prospero's behavior*also shows the sense of security
and independence which shelter can represent. In Poe's .
story, the castle is-closed off completely from the plague-
ridden outer world that surrounds it, but the allegory of
enclosure in*a man's castle ("A man's home is his
castle") carries over to much simpler structures. It is not
only the substance of the home but the concept of haven
and private personal space 'we are interested in as we
endeavor to associate the individual with his or her
shelter. Thas,i we are better able to know the creators.
and by extension. ourselves. This increased knowledge is
a traditional goal or literature. but it should also be seen;
as a primary goal for geography.

The notion of sanctuary and personality as expressed
in the architecture and surrounding yard of a private
house provides a number of valuable images within
works of fiction. It Ids itself well to the personal
experience of virtually all readers, and it also allows an
author to establish a strong mood surrounding the in-
troduction of a character. In To Kill a Mockingbird, for
example, Harper Lee is able to excite considerable inter-
est in the curious character of Boo Radley by subtle
description of the Radley house and yard, both of-which
play a central role in-the novel. The house is introduced
in the passage below, and the reader feels that this
personal space is speaking to everyone.
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beck's sea in The a'Inter t,l. Our Post:A:went 961 all

create moods through group or personal identification
of landscape symbols as signatures 'of sacred space In
the following excerpt from Louis fitortifield's The Farm,
the ,ncrlup between the 'sacred and the stiltliat is stet(

shown as the character, Johnny. searches fbr oft/.
mate understanding of his kinfolk

Old Jamie was in his grate in the Town cemerert he

*a.% there on the Farm. Inexplreabl). in C",etN ferux
hedgerow, in the apple trees and the stables, in this.
deca.,,mg (run hove which once had been the wonder y)
the Count!! Uncles and aunas were them too, Ind
Maria. Johnnr s grandmother Shc isied .n inc
and thedafrodils and grape hiauinihs aid .tr., -r3;
rich smell which had neter tilt the kiihrri ind the dIri1/4

huller) 3l955 315)

The people from Johnns's south were riot hollow
ible spirits. _rather the; were present in the tangible
features of his personal landscape In this wa), the
escrsday scene took on a sacred qualio as it turned his
thoughts toward his ancestors

An otherwise ordinary and commonplace locale m 3)
lake on sacred qualities-when ..icwed through the c±,ez. of
an imagtnitivc writer Erskine Caldwell ...reale', such
sense in Cioary Link Acre, as tine of -character,
Ts Ts explains to another, Pinto no, co
cept of sacred space

Acite y e Thal piste grt-4nJ ..onc-t71. Pluto'
th,11:* (-led a itttic ..1,c,t't I .-r? ari Jct.:

firm for Clod twent.,,,e4.en "4Z-,jf Ago shcn t tt<1,9111),

this pl.tie, anti c:er.
conies ;hut arc of ground fr Tt
%..hur,;11 ,fin the rrIone, Iltroby t;,..,,itct
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VII. TRANSPORTATION SIGNATURES
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ad network and the train function as an-
transport signature. Wherever it occurs,

sick Kerouac's On The Road (1955), Paul
Great Railway Ba:aar11975), or Ayn

Shrugged C1957), the train develops its own
derstanding in the reader. The strong phys-
and motion of a train allow it to perform as

of the culture, group it serves, as evi-
he way -the Bullet Train of Japan (three

in less than three hours) represents the
level of transport technology in that coun-
how the following selection from George

nit evokes a sense of the era of railroad
America:

mliner clicked al ng over the switches of the
isurely pacb. Two young men were sitting in

r. One of them was reading a pamphlet
ibed the train. and was commenting upon it
est-thing' the publicity men can say about
a-"miracle of modern engineering and art
they work up. "And 'truly the train may

a symbol of what is best in modern cis-
ough steel, aluminum alloys, resplendent
-satiny cooper. crimson leather. shining

hayed -into a creation fdr safety and speed.
mforta thing-of beauty!" Whoever wrote
didn't think restraint a virtue. _

he,city was behind. The-train .. whistled for
. .

there sonic villager lying ay. ake in bed heard
d to-look at his clock. 'The streamliner.' he
n time.' (1941: 253-2543

elps to communicate the almost magical
ding the railroads as they helped shape the
'America. Today, we may understand how
:exercised this power, but as the era of
inanee fades into the past, the medium of
turn can= help to perpetuate something of a
urrounding the human experience of the
risider this fleeting image offered by Kath-
Id:

had flung behind the roofs and chimney-
winging into the country. past tittle biauk

-_'fading -fields and pools of water shining
rie9t evening sky. Henry's heart began t.

:beat-- to the beat of- the-train- ("Something
t Very-Natural.' 1937: 167)

doubt that these were machines capable
the lives and landscapes of entire conti

=the-trains of a generation or two ago we
ronted-with the landscape of the autoino-
he opening selection for this chapter. de-

ovement of three men driving toward a
uor store. intent on committing a robbery
ess,they-feel is reflected'inor even engen
motion of their car-through the nighttime

he "tight channel," formed by onrushing
mess, closes in upon them in a way with
s canidentify. because of our own experi-

race in such traffic. This pattern of moods and emotions
created by "automobility" has often been a theme of
mddern literature, as in Joan Didion's Play It as It Lays
(1970), Alison Lurie's The Nowhere City (1965), and
numerous short Stories with urban settings. The final
selection in this chapter, from William Earls' ''Traffic
Problem," takes this theme of automobile traffic as a
mood - creator, and intensifies it by the depiction of a
scene in which all city government has been subordi-
nated.to traffic management. In this particular scene, the
traffic manager for Manhattan is cruising over the
tightly-patrolled automobiles in order to keep traffic
moving at an acceptable pace. When accidents,-or me-
chanical failures occur, 'wreckocopters" swoop down
and remove whole automobiles from the roadWay be-
fore the other cars become impossibly jammed. All deci-
sions affecting engineering, city space, or employment
are directed toward the smoothest possible movement of
the city's cars. Anticipate (or is it recall, as in the selec-
tions by Dickens and London in the chapter on-liveli-
hood?) what the world will be like when all landscape is
organized around-the demands of the automobile:

The island was 200 lanes wide at the top, widened to_230
at the base with the northsouth lanes over the-sites of
the old streets running forty feet apart, over, under, -and
even through the old buildings. h-was the finest city in
the world, made-for and by automobiles.

'There,' he saidlto-the pilot, indicated thilifth lane on
the pier route. A dull-red-Dodge was-going-sixty-five,
backing-tipithe traffic formiles.... 'Drop,' he-ordered,
mooed behind the persuader gunsight. and lined the
Dodge in the cross hairs.

He fired and watched the result. The dye- Marker
smashed on the Dodge's-hood, glowed for a moment.
Warned. the driver moved to a sane 9$. But the dye
stayed and the driver would be picked up later in the
clay_ (1976: 247-248)

The freeway system in Earls' story is instructive as a
landscape signature, but more than that, it shows the
whole _fabric of society as an intricate design of high-
ways, traffic control centers, and- highway construction
teams. all knit up in-one-frenetic confusion. Like-much
science fiction. the selection makes one realize-that- much
of the future is already here. ,

Fiction is not committed.to the portrayal of any spe-
cific reality. In any given piece of work, the author is
really only bound by his or her own sense of
Verisimilitude and authenticity in setting-may-play-only
a very minor-part in that purpose. For these reasons, we
cannot turn to literature for a predictably reliable de-
piction of landscape. Hoviever, authors-do not develop
their thoughts and insights in a vacuum. The features
they choose to highlight as they-fill out the-world of their
characters can communicate some knowledge to the
reader who is interests in-landscape. in our study of the
broadest forms of these agents of communicationset-
tlement, agrit.ult um, livelihood, sacred space,,and finally
transportationwe have attempted to illustrate the
types of infe :nccs one might make in studying the
cultural landscape through literature. In some -cases we
base made simple assertions. In conjunction with other



the open plains of southwest Texas, symbolizes that
family's unique stature in that region. The hilltop Pas-
quinel home in Michener's Centennial expresses the ele-
vated position of its family in nineteenth-century St.
Louis society. A similar role is*performed by the Pyn-
*on home in the Concord of Hawthorne's The House
of the Seven Gables. And a house may signal the decline
and fall of a family, as in Poe's "Fall of the House of
Usher," excerpted below:

During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in
the autumn of the year, when the clouds hung oppres-
sively low in the heavens, I had been pssing alone, on
horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country;
and at lengS found myself, as the shades of the evening
drew on, within view of the melancholy House of Usher.
I know not how it wasbut, with the first glimpse of the
building a sense of insufferable gloom pervaded my
spirit. I say insufferable; for the feeling was unrelieved
by any of that half-pleasurable, because poetic, senti-
ment, with which the mind usually received even the
sternest natural images of the; desolate or terrible. I
looked upon the scene before meupon the mere house,
and the simple landscape features of the domainupon
a- few rank sedgesand upon a few white trunks- of
decayed trees with -an utter depression of soul which-I
can compare to no earthly sensation more properly than
to-the after-dreath of the reveller upon opiumthe bit-
ter-lapse into everyday lifethe hideous dropping off of
the veil. There was an iciness, a sinking, a sickening of
the- heartan-unredeemed dreariness of thought-which
no goading of-the imagination could torture into aught
of the sublime. What was itI paused to thinkwhat
was it- that -so unnerved-me in the contemplation of the
House of Usher? -It was a mystery all insoluble; nor
could I-grapple with the shadowy fancies that crowded
upon -me as-I pohdered. (1951a: 115)

What-is the essential nature of the shelter as a human
statement in the landscape? The following two examples
provide dramatically contrasting pictures of two-dwell-
ings which, taken together, allow us to gain deeper
irlSight into the range of-human expression incorporated
into housetypes. Inithe first selection by Rolvaag, a sod
house of the nineteenth century is being built on the
open plains of the Dakotas. The passage -is written in
sparse, direct prose that seems itself to-reflect the sim-
plicity of-the dwelling and the straightforwardness of the

..Norwegian immigrant family who %you'd inhabit it.

On the side of a hill, which sloped gently away toward
the southeast and followed with many windings a creek
that wormed its way across the prairie, stood Hans Olsa,
laying turf. He was building a sod-house. The walls had
now'risen breast-high; in its half-finished condition, the
structure resembled more a bulwark against some
enemy, than anything intended ito be human habi-
tation. And the great heaps of:cut sod, piled.up in each
corner might well have been the stores of ammunition
for defense of the stronghold. (Giants in the Earth, 1965.
22)

,

At another extreme, the next selection from Thomas
Hardy p ?esents a sense`of how elaborate the details of -
dwelling might become. In the description of this dwell-

ing, the prose is Ifs intricate and involuted as the house
design itself.

Fluted pilasters, worked from the:solid stone, deco -.
rated its front, and above the roof .the chimneys were
panelled or columnar, some coped' gables with finials
and like features still- retaining traces of their Gothic
extraction. Soft brown mosses, like faded velveteen,
formed ciWiions upon the stone tiling, and tufts of the
houseleek or sengreen sprouted from the eaves of the
low surrounding buildings: A gravel walk leading from-
the door to the road in front was encrusted at the sides
with more mosshere it was a silvet-green.variety, the
nut-brown of the gravel being visible to the width of
only afoot or two in the centre. This circumstance, and
the generally sleepy air of the whole prospeCt here, to -.
gether with the animated and contrasting state of the
reverse facade, suggested to the imagination that on the
adaptation of the building for farming purposes the vital
principle of-the house had turned round inside its body
to face the other way. Reversals of this kind, strange
deformities, tremendous paralysts, are often seen to be
inflicted' by trade upon edificeseither individual or in
the aggreg.ite s streets and townswhich were orig-
inally plannV for pleasure alone. (Far From the Mad-
ding crowd. 1960: 74-75

is

In addition to reflecting the-personality of an individ-
ual or a family, shelter may also speak- for an entire
region. Recall Gavin Lambert's reaction-to the homes of
Los Angeles in The Slide_Area (1959)or Willa Lather's
dwellings in -O 'Pioneers! (1937); Kurt Vonnegut in
Player Piano (1954 Erskine Caldwell in Tobacco Road
(1935), WilliaM Faulkner in "The Bear" (1916), and-
"Barn Burning" (1950), and countless other authors, all
have created a portion of their psychological ambiance
through description of an area's homes, to:the-point
where these shelters stand as characters/6f the setting.

This quality of homes representing _a region is shown
for Los Angeles in the following selection froM Na-
thanael West's The Day of the Locust.

The house was cheap because it was hard to' rent.
Most of the people-who took cottages in that neighbor-
hood wanted them to be "Swinish" and this.one, so that
agent claimed, was "Irish." Homer thought that- the,
place looked kind of queer, but the agent insisted that it
was cute.

The house was queer. It had an enormous and very
crooked stone chimney, little dormer- windows -with big
hoods and_a.thatched nithat came down very low on
both sides of the front door. This door was of gumwood
paihted like fumed oak d it hung on enormous hinges.
Although mt-,dc by machine, the hinges had- been -care-
fully stamped to appear hand-forged. The same kind of
care and skill had been used to make the roof thatching,
which. was not really straw but heavy fireproof, paper
colored and ribbed to look like straw. (1939: 44)

From the roof to the hearth, this southern CalifornP
house v. as designed to evoke other places, other settings.
The neighbors preferred a Spanish appearance; the real
estate broker offered an Irish-image; the character him-
self thought tke place looked queer; the broker informed. .

him it was cute. Inside and tout, this dwelling suggests
the almost desperate imitativeness of the Hollywood



passages. we have accentuated obvious uses of the land-
scape-in the development of a -piece of creative writing.
At other times, we have left the burden upon our read-
ers. asking them to allow literature and landscape to
incite speculation. It is our contention that creative liter-
ature is vital to our education just because it does smith-
late and accommodate all these intellectual pursuits. We
intend to carry this prOcess even further as we now turn

to a more subtle set of landscape signaturesthe ones
we call the behavioral signatures-of house style, garden,
and entertainment. These by no means exhaust the
range of possible ignatates which we might consider,
but they do allow us to explore ilitthe -relationship
between literature and some traditional and so
so-traditional concerns of cultural geography.

VIII. BEHAVIORAL SIGNATURES AND THE SHAPING
OF PERSONAL SPACE: HOME AND GARDEN

But the' Prince- Prospero was happy and dauntless and
sagacious. When his dominions were-half depopulated. he
summoned to-.his presence a thousand hale and light-
hearted friends from among-the knights and dames of his
court, and with these retired to the deep seclusion ofone of
his castellated abbeys. This has an extensive and magnifi-
cent structure, the creation of the prince's-0hi/ eccentric
yet august taste. A strong and lofty h all girdled it in. This
hall had gates of iron The courtiers, having entered.
brought Influxes and

to
hammers and welded the

bolts They resolved to leake-means neither of ingress or
egress to-the sudden impulskof despair or of fren:) from
hahm. Th abbey was-amply provisioned. With such pre-
cautions the courtiers might bid defiance to contagion, The
ext,rnath odd could take care of itself In the meantime it
it as 1614 to grieve. or to think The prince had provided all
the appliances ol; pleasure_ There here buffoons. there
were -improvisatort. there were ballet dancers. there were
musicians. there has Beams. there has-nme All -these and
security were within Without has the Red Death (Poe.
Masque of the Red Deatki 195Ib 226)

Broad settlement patterns and industrial systems.sep-
resent group cultural decisions that create distinctive
landscapes. Personal space, however, is designed on a
much tighter scale, It forms its own landscape, while
telling the reader a great deal about the individual and

_ his or her family Although therK-A-v-many elements thiit
makenpahe_outlines of stich-personal space, oar-focus is
upon' the-signatures-written-id} house types lincigardens,
direct links between man and:the earth. We choose these
two elementsegf landscape design from a large number
of-possible alternatives. If one were to be entirely arbi-
trary. a case could he made for virtually any visible
personal:expression to-serve as a signature. Hair style,
manner of-dress, choice of cars esen spirit-of salutation.
alt communicate-some essence of personality to the in-

-iterested-viewer, House types andgardens, however, exist
kts particularly useful_examples' because of their force in
-the-manipulation of space. The imprint of the designer
or maintainer is so clearly-evident_that-these examples of
nersonal space seem to;be most.illustrative of the stays
landscape can speak directly to us through literature.

-ye hope that familiarity with these themes might lead

22

the reader to follow his or her own interests to pursue
additional themes in landscape in literature.

House Types

In the opening selection above, Prince Prospero, by
his action, illustrates two-critical-aspects of the study of
house types as a method of landscape analysis in cul-
tural geography. Th; castle into which -he leads his
friends for their seclusion is "the creation of-the 'prince's
own eccentric yet august taste." The home, the-castle,
the one-rdom apartment, the estate, even the motel
room or the van. all are seen by their occupants as being
private space, patterned to reflect-their express-individ-
uality. Just as our shelters have long-served-to identify
our social status,-so too do they display our personality
and uniqueness. A person"s home stands as a representa-
tive profile of one's very essence.

Prospero's behaviaalso shows the sense of security
and independence which shelter can represent. In -Poe's
story, the castle inclosed off completely from the- plague-
ridden outer worIcLthat_surrOunds it, but the allegory of
enclosure in*a man's castle ("A man's home is his
castle") carries over to much simpler structures. It is not
only the substance of the homebut the concept of haven
and private personal space 'we are interested in as we
endeavor to associate the individual with his or her
shelter. Thus.ewe are better able to know the creators,
and by extension, ourselves. This increased knowledge
a traditional goal- of-literature, but it should also-be seen:
as a primary goal -for geography.

The notion-of sanctuary and personality as expressed
in the architecture and surrounding yard of a private
house provides a number of valuable images within
works of fiction. It rids itself well to the personal
experience of virtually all readers, and it also allows an
author to establish a strong mood surrounding the in-
troduction-of a charactet.In To Kill a Mockingbird, for
example, Harper Lee is able to excite considerable inter-
est in the curious character of Boo Radley by subtle
description of the Radley house and yard. both of-which
play a central role inthe novel. The house is introduced
in the passage below. and the reader feels that this
personal space is speaking to everyone.

("1



The Rad ley Place fascinated -Dill. In spite of our
warnings and explanations it drew him as`the moon
draws wader, but drew him no hearer than the light-pole
on the dimmer, a safe distance from the Radley gate.
There ltd would stand, his arm around the fat pole,
staring and wondering.

The Radley Place jutted into a sharp curve beyond
our house. Walking south, one faced its porch: the side-
walk turned and ran heside the lot. The house was low.
was once whie with a deep front porch and green shut-
ters, but had long ago darkened to the color of the slate-
gray yard around it, Rain-rotted shingles. drooped over
the. eaves of the veranda; oak trees kept the sun away.
The remains of a pickej drunkenly guarded the front
yarda 'swept' yard th't was never sweptwhere John-
son grass and rabbit- tobacco grew in abundance. (19,62:
12.13)

Harper Lee then 'points out the strange happenims
attributed to the Radley place and to the recluse, Boo,
who lives there. "Chickens are killed, flowers die, pets are
found mutilatedall this evil emanates from this one
strange house. By viewing Bou through the combined
inforination from Lee's description t the setting. and
the variety of perspectives - raised thro ighout the novel,
we arelikely to learn something more about ourselves.
With whom- do we identify in the perception of the
house and yard? What images do we. discount? What
recollections do we eyoke from our own childhood or
neighborhood?

One- may infer a full spectrum of personality t arts
through portrayal of a person's =home. The qualiti s of
isolation, separation. an d independence suggested in
William Faulkner's opening paragraphs of "A Rose for
Emily" are all comrhunicated by the andscape observa-
tions of the author's eye.

When Miss =Emily Grierson died. our whole town
went-to her funeral. the men through a sort of respectful
affection fora fallen monument, the-women mostly out
of-curiosity-to sec the inside of her house, which no one
save an old manservanta combined .gardener and
cookhad-seen-in at least ten years.

It-was a big, squarish-frame house that had once been
white, decorated with cupolas and spires and scrolled
balconies-in the heavily lightsome style-of the seventies,
set on what had once been our most select greet.tut
garages and cotton itn's had encroached and obliterated
even the=august namesof that neighborhood: only Miss
Emily's house- was -left, lifting its stubborn and coquett-
ish decay above the cotton wagons and the gasoline
pumpsan eyesore among eyesores. 11954. 489)

Think for a moment of the cultural geography alluded
to in this-short section. The city has spilled out around
the home of Miss Emily Grierson. Commercial land-
scapes representative of the cotton and auto industries
have changed settlement patterns from residential to
vocational. The street, initially the most prestigious in
thisiouthern community, has become a hodgepodge of
"eyesores," leaving behind any image oilandscape grace
tt once possessed. The -house which stood alone as an
example ofearlier good taste-with-its fancy exterior, now

is seen by the populace as an untidy monument -of -that
era. And just as the house seems dislocated in space, so
was Miss Emily outiof phase with time. The house and
the person are viewed as one. As we recognize the char-
acter of Miss Emily through the subtle description of the
house she has left behind, we may sec more clearly a
sense of ourselves in the dwellings we inhabit.

In another example, note the way in which the lihs-
band; in Ayn Rand's Tire Fountainhead recognizes a fit-
thig parlllel between the personality of hiS wife and the
house he is having built for her. '

,'I dial know a house could be designed for a woman,
like a dress. You can't see yourself. here as I do, you
cal* see how completely this hoe is yours. Every
angle. every pap of every room islx,*setting for you. It's
scaled to your height, to ybur body. Even the texture of
the walls goes with the`tqaure of your skin in an odd
way.'11962: 6341

The architect who designed this house had demanded'
that the personality of the client be manifest in the
finished structure and his success leads to an undeniable
recognition of the strength of personality which may be
expressed=by arhouse-type.

House types,liowever, may also:be used effectively in
literature to dislodge the reader from an inappcoptiate
assessment of a.character. To have an image of a person
shattered or -at -least shakenby seeing in the course of
a narrative the place he or shelivesin.not only forces us,
as readers, to examine carefully- our own sense of Char-
acter perception, but it also excites our sense of land=
scape analysis. James- Michener's conclusion to "The
Buddhist Monk" provides a cameo example of this ele,
mentnOf surprise:inithe design of-personal space:

,/

Then one day to my/surprise:Par Anake -said, "All
right, we go see my-farifily." a led-rne-along the inter-
minable winding footpaths th, t probe into the interior
of Bangkok city and -we -came t-last-to-his home. I was
astonished 'to find that he-ha wife, two children, a
living room with an immense coloreds photograph of
June ')Ilyson, and a Buddhist shrine with five gold Bud-
dhas. He was annoyed to find_lhat his wife had won -a
naked-ketwpie doll at a fair and that she- had- placed it
among-the Buddhas. He made her take it away. (1957:
290-291)

This apparent conflict,Kween what is known of, the
personality of the chaiacter and what is seen in the
residence reinforces-just how-strongly we-expect shelter
to serve as an extension=of the individual, just-how Much
personality we can see in a dwelling as well as in a
dweller.

A residence may' flect not only-personal idiosylicra-
cies :but whole farfiilYlhistortes as well. Such metonymy
is common in literature where it serveslo-allow vstngle
feature -to-stand for a whole suite of elements. When a

'house has- been ,passed_down- from generation to-gener-
ation, it embodies the traditions, successes and Nimes
of the family. In Ednzi Ferber's Giant, for example, Bick
Benedict% Reata Ranch, standing iilone and-grand-on



the open plains of southwest Texas, symbolizes that
family's unique stature in that region. The hilltop Pas-
quinel home in Michener's Centennial expresses the ele-
vated position of its family in nineteenth-century St.
Louis society. A similar role is'performed by the Pyn-
cheon home in the Concord of Hawthorne's The House
of the Seven Gables. And a house may signal the decline
and fall of a family, as in Poe's "Fall of the House of
Usher," excerpted below:

During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in
the autumn of the year, when the clouds hung oppres-
sively low in the heavens, I had been-pssing alone, on
horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of country;
and at lengS found myself, as the shades of the evening
drew on, within view of the melancholy House of Usher.
I know not how it wasbut, with the first glimpse of the
building- a sense of insufferable gloom pervaded my
spirit. I say insufferable; for the feeling was unrelieved
by any of that half-pleasurable, because poetic, senti-
ment, with which the mind usually received evgn the
sternest natural images of the, desolate or terrible. I

looked upon the scene before meupon the mere house,
and the simple landscape features of the domainupon
a- few rank sedgesand upon a few white trunks of
decayed treeswith an- utter- depression of soul which I
can compare to no earthly sensation more properly than
to=the after-dream of the_reveller upon- opium the bit-
ter-lapse into everyday lifethe hideous dropping off _of
the veil. There-was an iciness, a sinking, a sickening of
the-heart an- unredeemed dreariness of thought which
no goading of the imagination could torture into aught
of_the sublime. What was it-1 paused to thinkwhat
was it that so unnerved me in the contemplation of the
House of Usher? It- was a mystery all insoluble; nor
could l_grapple with the shadowy-fancies that crowded
upon -me as -I- pohdered. (1951a: 115)

What-is-thezessential-nature of--the shelter as a_human
statement in-the landscape? The following two- examples
provide-dramatically contrasting pictures of two-dwell-
ings which, taken together, allow us to gain deeper
iMight into-the range of human expression incorporated
into-housetypes. In the first selection:by Rolvaagt_ii sod
house of the nineteenth century is being built on the
open =plains of the Dakotas. The passage is written in
sparse, direct prose-that-seems itself-to-reflect the sim-
plicity -ofthe dwelling-and the straightforwardness-of the

Norwegian-immigrant family who would inhabit it-.

-On-the side ofaihill, which sloped gently away toward
the southeast and followed with many windings a creek
that wormed its way across the prairie, stood Hans Olsa,
laying turf. -Heiwas building-a sod-house. The walls-had
now'risen-breast-high; in-its-half-finished condition, the
structure resembled more a bulwark against some
enemy than -anything intended be A human habi-
tation. And the great heaps of cut sod, piled.up in each
corner-might well have been the-stores-of ammunition
for-defense of the stronghold. (Gams tn the Earth. 1965.
22)

,
-

At another extreme, the next selection from Thomas
Hardy piesents a senscof how elaborate the details of
dwelling might become. In the description of this dwell-,.
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ing, the prose is ifs intricate and involuted as the house
design itself.

Fluted pilasters, worked from the -solid stone, deco-
rated its front, and above the roof.the chimneys were
panelled or columnar, some coped' gables with finials
and like features still- retaining traces of their Gothic
extraction. Soft brown mosses, like faded velveteen,
formed cushions upon the stone tiling, and tufts of the
houseleek or sengreen sprouted from the eaves of the
low surrounding buildings:A gravel walk leading from
the door to the road in front was encrusted at the sides
with more mosshere it was a silvet-green.variety, the
nut-brown or the gravel being visible to the width of
only a foot or two in the centre. This circumstance, and
the generally sleepy air of the whole prospect here, to-
gether with the animated and contrasting state of the
reverse facade, suggested to the imagination that on the
adaptation of the building for farming purposes the vital
principle orthe house had turned round inside its body
to face the other way. Reversals of this kind, strange
deformities, tremendous paralysts, are often seen to be
inflicted'by trade upon edificeseither individual or in
the aggreg, te s streets and townswhich were orig-
inally plann for pleasure alone. (Far From the Mad-
ding Crowd. 1960: 74 -75)'

In addition to reflecting-the persOnality of an-individ-
ual or a family, shelter may also- speak -for an= entire
region. Recall Gavin Lambert's reaction to the homes of
Los A,ngeles,in The Slide Area (I 959),,or Willa Cather'S
dwellings in 0 'Pioneers! (1937); Kurt Vonnegut in
Player Piano (I 952); Erskine Caldwell-in Tobaccol?oad
(1935), William Faulkner in "The Bear" (1916), and
"Barn Burning" (1950), and countless other authors, all
havezcreated a portion of their psychological ambiance
through- description of an area's homes, to :the point
where these shelters stand as characters/Of the setting.

This quality of homes repreSenting a region is shown
for Los Angeles in thelfollowing selection -froth Na-
thanael West's The Day of the Locust.

The house was cheap because it was -hard to' rent.
Most of the people who took cottages in that neighbor-
hood wanted them to be "Spanish" and this.one, so that
agent claimed, was "Irish." Homer thought- that die'
place looked kind of queer, but the agent insisted that it
was cute.

The house was queer. It had an enormous and very
crooked stone chimney, little dormer windows with big
hoods and_a.thatched of that came,down very low on
both sides of the front door. This door was of gumwood
palitted like fumed oak d it hung on enormous hinges.
Although made by machine, the hinges had been care-
funk stamped to- appear hand-forged. The same kind of
care and skill had been used (o make the roof thatching,
which was not really straw but heavy fireproof- paper
colored and ribbed io look like straw. (1939: 44)

`ow

From the roof to the hearth, this southern ,Californi'
house A as designed to evoke other places; other settings.
The-neighbors preferred a Spanish appearance; the real
estate broker offered an Irish image; the character him-
self thought the place looked queer; the-broker informed.
him it was cute. Inside and ,out, this dwelling suggests
the almost desperate imitativeness of the Hollywood



landscape. Though fiction may not provide us with all
the information we might desire about the identity of a
region, exnmples such as these indicate the provocative
manner in which literature highlights those landscape
symbols havingpopular significance, and from which we
might receive unanticipated insights about the nature of
a region.

-Gardens

As with the dogs and cats, so also with the grasses and
flowers which man had long nourished. The clover and
the blue-grass withered on the lawns, and the dandelions
grew tall. In the flowerbed the water-loving asters
wilted and dropped, and the weeds flourished. Deep
within the camellias, the sap failed: they would bear no
buds next spring. The leaves curled on the tips of the
wisteria vines and,the rose bushes, as they set themselves
against the long vines across lawn and flowerbed and
terrace. As once, when the armies of the empire were
shattered and the strong barbarians poured in upon the
soft provincials, so now the fierce weeds pressed in to
destroy the, pampered nurslings of maa, (Stewart, Earth
Abides, 1949: 45)

The -.garden serves as a showcase of control., a min-
iature-landscape in which soil-and plant alike bend to
human will aearth is fertilized; mounded, and irrigated
=to-serve-as home -to plants chosen for, their color, fra-
grance, shape, or season rather than :for any natural
adaptation- to the garden plot. In Stewart's fantasy of
'human-survivallin the -wake of extraordinary disaster,
the human- ability to maintain control over the land-
scapelias severely diminishedi_and "the panipered nuri-
lings of-man" iy gardens and lawns are quickly over-
come by weeds of greater-natural vitality.

Short Of such total calamities, however, these small
artificial landscapes serve well as individualized signa-
=tures. The land around a= dwelling may be more readily
and drastically modified than even the house-itself, as
the occupants attempt to personalize 'their-place and to
announce their unique existence to their neighbors and
to the world at large.

4 Garden elements as markers of special use of land-
sain are c ne way in which this signature may be em-
ployed. Recall above (Chapter Two) where it was
pointed out -that the Tree- of Heaven serves as an in-
dicator of nineteenth-century Chinese settlement in cen-
Ttal-california. The tree appears again below, but this
time in-the urban scene. For a-Brooklyn tenement land-
scape, it serves as the lone garden feature in a vista of
stone, concrete, and blacktop. Rs presence may also
signify a change in the cultural- composition of a neigh-
borhood, according to Betty Smith in A Tree Grows in
BrootIm

You took aiwalis on a Sunday afternoon and-came-to
a nice neighborhood, very refined. You saw a small one
of these treesIhrough the iron gate leading to someone's
yard-andiyou,knew=that soon that section of Brooklyn
would get to=be a tenentent-district. The tree knew.,11

,came'there first. Afterwards, poor foreigners seeped in
and the quiet old brownstone houses were hacked, up
into flats, feather beds were pushed out on the window

sills to air and the Tree of Heaven flourished. That was
the kind of tree it was.lt liked poor people. (1943: 3)

What does a tree that "liked poor people" communicate
to the reader of literature and landscape? The geogra-
pher who' recognizes this tree as Ailanthus allissima
Might wonder about the direct link between this tree and
human migration. As the novel continues, however, the
power orthe tree as a symbol of the changing residential
character of -a city neighborhood is difficult to deny.

How strong are-the motivations that urge a person to
devote time and labor to the earth?How.vital is the link
between people and their gardens? The final two pas -
sages -in -this chapter each suggest in their own distinctive
way that the attachment may indeed be a strong and
emotional one In the first passage from Louis
Bromfield's The Farm, we see the garden as a source of
personally meaningful entertainment.

The garden of flowers and herbs which lay on the
gentle south slope between the farmhouse and the brook
was. next to the grandchildren, Maria frerguson's great
delight in life. For her it was what theaier arid clothes
and parties were to most women. It `wasp her 'great
amusement, and working in it. even -when she was a bent
old lady. afteca ,day of hard- work. seemed not to tire
her, but to reftesh-her spirit and charge her frail body
with new strength. She had the strange tenderness for
plants which any good gardener must have. and she
never allowed anyone to work -in her gardenasave under

,, her supervision, for she was unwilling to see her plants
mauled by clumsy hands, For her, it was as if she saw
her own children being tormented before her eyes.

/(1955: 82)

The working-of-the earth -isenot-only a- joy:for
also-serves as a source of energy-for-her. Labor- given -to
-her plants is_returnedemany times over.

Steinbeck voices a similar sentiment in "The-Chry-
santhemums" when his -observant -but unscrupulous
peddler plays upon a woman's emotional bond-with her
flower garden as a means of- overcoming her reluctance
to hire his services. As he persists in stating his intention
to bring some Of -her chrysanthemums to a neighbor
down-theeroad, her Terve melts away and she becomes
vulnerable to his appeal.

.
Her eyes shone. Shy wre off the battered hat and=shook-;
out her dark pretty-hair. 'Input-them in a flower pot,
and you can take them right with you. Come into the
yard.'

While the man came through the picket gate Elisa ran
excitedly along the geranium-bordered=path-to the back
of the house, And she.returned carrying a big-red flower
pot. The-gloves were-forgotten now. She kneeled on the
ground-by the starting=bed_and-dug up the-sandy-soil
with her lingers and scooped it into the bright new
flower pot, Then sheipicked_up-the_little-pile of shoots
she had-_prepared. With her Wong fingers she pressed
them into the sand and tamped ar9und -them with-her
knuckles. The man stood over her. tI'll tell you what to
do,' she said. You remember-so you can tell the lady.'
(1938; 16-17)

The story ends painfty with -0-1 woman, still excited
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from her emotional encounter with the peddler, driving
to town that evening. Not far from her farm, she sees the
red pot and its chrysanthemum sprouts thrown into a
ditch on the side of -the country road. Steinbeck has
made the reader share Elisa's concern with the earth, the
plants,ind the nuances of garden care, so that the
reader actually_feels the tragedy of the discarded flow-
ers. At this moment, Elisa's attachment to her garden
landscape has become the reader's own.

The house and the garden. The individual and the
setting. This locus of the most personal of modified
landscapes has drawn us into consideration of the
sphere of the private space of individuals. Decisions that
reflect personal taste, economic constraints, social pres-
sures, and the Strength and, independence. of'character
all speak to the reader through the design, texture, pros-
pect, and value of the home and its grounds.

IX. SIGNATURES OF PERSONAL AeTION:
ENTERTAINMENT

'I am reluctant to close up because there maybe someone
who needs the cafe.'

'Hombre, there are bodegas open all night long.'
'_You do not-understand. This is a-clean and plecisant

cafe. It is =well-lighted. The light is very-good-and also,
now, _there_are -shadows of the -leaves.'

'Goodnight,' said-the younger waiter.
'Good--night; the other said. Turning-off the electric

light-he continued the conversation-with himSelf-tt is the
light:of course but-sit is necessary that-the place be clean
and pleasant. -You do not want music. Nor can you stand
before a' bar with- dignity altlAgh that is all that is
provided for these hours. What, did he fear? It was not fear
pr-dread. 11--was a nothing- that he 'knew-too well. . It
was only that and:light was all it- needed _and a certain

.cleanness and order. (Hemingway, "A- Clean, Well-
Lighted Place," 1938:382)

To conclude our study of landscape signatures, we
briefly turn our attention to the _personal preferences
expressed in entertainment activities. Though entertain-
ment -is not traditionally thought of as a geographic
theme, it- serves well- to illustrate how the actions of
individuals give special meaning to unique places in

their world, and how:the creative author can capture the
essence of that meaning, And just because entertainment
is an' unconventional geographic theme, our realization
of its landscape implications should open the-door to the
almost _limitless wealth of less obvious though still sig-
nificant-landscape insights found in literature.

As is suggested in the opening passage above from
Ernest Hemingway's "A Cleali, Well- Lighted- Place,"
there are very explicit needs a- person may have for
recreation and entertainment. Although you might ar-
gue that the older_waiter in the excerpt is hardly enter-
taining hiinself, it iS nevertheless clear that he regards
the -Well-lit camas essential among the night places of
the city. Although the _younger waiter points out that
"there are bodegas open all night long," the/older man
responds defensively by reaffirming the need- for light.
This- rathet unusual Motif for a late-night well-lit cafe
illustrates some of the place - decisions -made in choosing
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a setting for- recreation.
One reason the.entertainment signature is worth con-

sidering is that it is responsible for the construction-of
the -most-,artificialbence: perhaps most humanenvi
ronments. When-people decide to entertain- themselves
or-to,be entertained, they-are-generally willing-to spend
more money than they-really feel they should, -and be-
cause_of that they are inclinedeto be -more specific as well
as more demanding- in the =kind of, environment they
select. They are buying, time -inia' special- setting, a- fa-
vored environment,

This same extraordinary willingness tozpay for enter-
tainipent hasled to -the creation of fantasy- worlds -such
as Disneyland, Disneyworld, Six 'Flags over TeXas, and,
of-earlier vintage,- Coney Island: These centers of amuse-
ment_ use-landscape in an evocative-way: Frontierland

-allows self=image in -the pattern -of pioneers and cow-
hands: Tomorrowlandlaffords -full-release orthe self,to
technology and ithe fashioning of still more artificial
worlds. Single exhibits such as The Haunted-Mansion at
Disneyland'-ierve to recall for all olus the hauntethhouse
myth, while-transporting -us in,awe th'rough Ingeniously
man-controlled,surrotindings.iFew_of us-would 'agree -to
spend twenty - five dollars for a day-atzthe library where
we could-read about all the same settings and:Myths, but
many people will part with'such an amount at a really
good amusement-park. The setting,-whether a-wild ani,
mal park-or-a cafemakes the difference. It is an,ascial
element-of the entertainment- itself.

-One specific:example of the concept of the re-created
landscape used for recreational, purposes comes from
the-fantasy Future World by John Hall:

Duffy laughed. 'You' see why Delos will alwayi be
popular? Everyone has some fantasygeneral or spe-
cificand we can bring it torlife for him or her.'

At a:price,' Chuck prompted.
Duffy shrugged. 'Of course. This is -a profit-oriented

world. These technicians, this equipment, -the- research'
, it doesn't come-cheaply. Even the twelve-hundred-

dollar-a-day admission price does not make this-much
for us, really. Everything gets_plowed back into enlarg-
ing and-developing Delos.' He smiled softly. 'The in-
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vestors in Delos do not expect a quick turnover on their
money: -

'Do they come here?' Chuck asked quickly.
No comment,' Duffy answered'. (1976:77).

The expensive admission price is not just to purchase
access to a setting, for -it also provides for interaction
with a robot population, a feature vita -to the overall
entertainment. But considerable attention 14mid to de-
tairin reconstructing landscapes that help embody im-
ages of fantasy worlds from both-the past and the-future.
Roman fountains, western saloon doors. Martian ice
caps, all are essential elements of this high- priced enter-
tainment.

Even the preparation for entertainment is part of the
recreation itself. In -the selection below from Rose of
Dutcher's- Cooley, Hamlin Garland shows the excite-
ment surrounding' the impending arrival of the circus.

The whole population awoke to pathetic, absorbing
interest in the quality of the posters and the probable
truth of the foreword. The circus was the mightiest
contrast to _their slow and lonely lives that could- be

, imagined. Ikcame_in trailing clouds of glorified dust and
grouped- itself under vast tents whose lift and fall had
more majesty than summer clouds. and its streamers
had-more sigbificancelhan the-lightning.

It brought,the-throb of drum and scream-offife, and
roarof Wild beast. For one day each humdrum town was
filled with romance like the Arabian Nights: with hel-. meted horsemen. glittering war maidens on weirdly.
spotted horses:-elephants with howdahs and head-plates
-of armor, with lions dreadful, sorrowful, sedate and
savage: with tigers and hyenas in unTanageable=ferocity
pacing:up-and down their gilded-trens whileztheirimpas-
sive -keepers dressed in red. sat in awful silence amidst
them..

There was something remote and splendid in the
ladies who rode haughtily through the streets on pranc-
inghorses, covered =with red -and -gold trappings. There
was something heroic, something of splendid art in the
pose-of the=athletes in the ring.

From thezdust and-drudgery of their farms the farm
boys dreamed anddreamed of the power and splendor
of the - pageantry. (1899:35-36)

The sting impact of this traveling show derives in part
from its utterly foreign nature It brings evidence of
other worlds:.jt is the vehicle of fantasy, conquest. and
daring. The images highlighted-in one's anticipation of
the circus_areiin part associated with landscapes never
seen, only imagined. Tile contemporary presence of per-
manent arenas, domes. and civic centers has diminished
the significance of one phase of this signa ure. There

used to be wild excitement in the assembling of that
shrine of entertainment the - circus tent. The poetic har-
mony of manpower, machine-power, anci master plan
was stimulating becau'se of the promise the -tents
brought of removal from the mundane of present space
and present time. To step out of one's .everyday world
into the mysterious and glamorous tents was to travel
much further than mere yards. The canvas doorways of
these tents were windows on landscapes, cultures, and
realities which lay whole worlds away.

How might we confront strange landscapes of enter-
tainment in a world where the physical separation of
places no longer poses a major barrier? In Ray
Bradbury's classic The Illustrated Man, we have such a
view of the ultimate in home entertainment centers. One
room o,f the George Hadley home functions as -a step-in
diorama of any scene from fiction or- reality which the
user chooses to dream up. The final product of this
recreational device is landscape. The user remains con-
stant, while the environment is tuned to any shape or
-context desired,

He unlocked the door and opened it. Just before he-
stepped inside, he heard a faraway scream. And then
another roar from the lions, which sttbsided.quickly.

He stepped into Africa. How many times in the last
year had he opened this door and found Wonderland,
Alice, the Mock Turtle, or Aladdin and his Magical
Lamp, or Jack Pumpkin-head of Oz. or Dr. D_oolittle. or
the cow jumping over a very real-appearing moon=all
the delightful contraptions of a make-believe world.

George Hadley stood on the Africangrassland alone,
The lions looked up from their feeding, watching him.
The only flaw to the illusion was the open door through
which he could see his wife, far down the dark hall,= like
a framed picture, eating her dinner abstrictedly.

'Go away,' he said to the lions.
They did not go. (1951:20)

The decision for sp ific entertainments and their set-
tings brings the reader information about the- person
seeking recreation as well as the landscape created for
this purpose. Entertainment, then, results in- both the
use and the creation of landscape. Exotic landscapes
function as amusements because they satisfy the occa-
sional need we all have to feel transported and released
from real space and present time. As geographers
searching literature for ways in which landscapes com-
municate to the-reader, we should take note of the way
in which the decision for recreation provides special
knowledge about both people and places.
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. X. CONCLUSIONS AND BEGINNINGS

The story ,was gradually taking shape. Piton liked it this
way. It-ruined a story to.have tt all come-out quickly,, The
good story lay in half-told-things which must be filled in
out of the hearer's own experience. (Steinbeck. Tortilla
Flat. 1935:74)

_Hemingway's character wants light. Steinbeck's ped-
dler gains a job by lying abobt gardening. Lessing has
her aliens attach great significance to location. Hersey
has a path-symbolize anentire civilization, Stern makes
the-tower human. The list -is without end. The landscape
is a medium for the message of much good literature.
What can-welearn from this altered-and enhanced-real-
ity?.

The benefit from -the examples which we have been
moving through is utterly simple: It is the benefit of
seeing. Our concern is with sight. In fact, the, whole
process of education is fundamertally one of sight-
sight leading, it is hoped, -to vision, to insight. If (the
study of this-Resource Paper- enables -our readers to/see
patterns more clearly in literature and-landscape, -then
they should understand more fully how completely, Man-
kind_ has been responsible for the form of the world we
live in. To see how geometries of space, systems of
communication, and patterns of- human -use of the earth
all rZfiect the essence of individuals and-society is to see
how we ourselves have a greater responsibility for the
design of our own cosmos. The =more we understand
about the sculpting of landscapes, the more willing we
will-be to participatecreatively in that process. There
can be no better return on the-time we have invested.

Literature is an absorbing-instrument-for developing
this- critical sense of seeing. A- person often brings to
literature an-attitude-that-is-more relaxed, more respon-
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sive, less inclined to prejudgment than he or she might
bring to_a textbook. Fictioh is not necessarily bettel,
written or similarly objective, but it does encourage the
mind to- ,explore -more willingly-and freely, to-respond;
and, in essence, to see the landscapes of-this world. If
our use of literature for the study of landscape:has-been-
effective, then -we- can -feel- -that the ability _to read= not
only belles-lettres but landscape itself has been en-
hanced.

By reading literature -with a more pensive apprecia-
tion and consideration of the signatures_olthe cultural-,
landscape, we - advance -our comp.rehension-of the==world-
of fiction: At the same time, we gain -in =our- ability to
apply acute observ.ationito real-World-rlandscapes. This
dual return:on enhanced-vision should-beorizedihy us
all= whether weiare seekinglandscape in prose, or p(Ntry
In landscape. If ourreadeit express disagreement, with-
the significance -of the particular signatures presented
hereor-with:the signature concep/iitself-,yet are will
ing- theMselves to search literature more carefully fOr
messagesinithelandscape, then thisoaperhas still:pro-
vided a-beginning.

1-n Durrell's quote at_the_outsetofChapter Two, "We
are the children of our- landscape; it=dictates-behavior
and:even- thought in- the= measure :to which we are-re-
sponsive toit." Whether or not all-would agree-to:the
spirit of this- dictating, it- is- essential to. ponder-what the
landscape is saying; what it is demonstrating;-perhaps
even, what it is warning. Pursuing theserlanacapes-in
literature can be_a creative means ot%tynierstanding Our-
selves. more completely, as well as-co prehending the
restlessness of influence- betweenlandscape and human-
kind.

If you share that conclusion, -you have arrived -at the
-beginning of a -new vision-of-both_landscape and liter-
attire., '

r-
tJ t.,



NDIX: SELECTED REFERENCE WORKS FOR LAN CAPE IN LITERATURE

prof this Paper is bound to have his_or her
f favorite writers. lf,_however, you wish to
at collection to consider further the role of
literature, you might find. the following

me help. Rather than just list additional
on, we offer notes on these nine reference

of them 'affords an overview on fiction, and
'litate your search for additional examples
in general. .
is-W. and Richard G. Lillard, America in
(Palo Alto, California: Pacific Books, Pub-
1967)
Is:dividedinto subject categories of pio-
an-d village life, industrial-America, poli-

itutions, religion, minority ethnic groups,
Regional coverage is included under Farm

Life, with these kubcatLegories: The North-
ddle West, Thp lq)ortliwest, The-South, The

e South After 1880, The Southern Moun-
, The Southwest. Minority ethnic groups
ature on The Negro, The Indian, The
TSpanish,. The Italians, The Latin AMeri-
Vi, Scandinavians, The Germans, and The
e=sections are organized=alphaberically by
dude short descriptions of the work. There
index. .

ohn, The American.,-Landscape: A Critical
_

y,ofProse_and-Poetry (New York: Oxford
ity:Prets, -1933) . .

ok=which should be in the personal collec-
ne really interested in: landscape in liter-
Sor Conron has brought together more

ndred selections-of:prose and poetry from
century=up to the:present. The book'S focus
cape in=its more orthodox interpretation as
ng, and irinthat-wayArmakes_a good com-
he views athe cultural landscape offered in

welkchosen gallery of photographs, and
y-the editor further enrich -the volume. It is
aperback.

vid--K., American :Fiction to 1900i(Detroit.
earth- Company, =1975)

==as well as the companion volume by James
merican Fiction [900-1950) is a useful be-
tfor a students-dr-an:instructor who wishes
literature of=selected authors. The-book -is

fter seventeen- pages,of notations on addi-
referente works) by individual authors.

_bn-each author includes listing of major
re;- collected= works, letters, bibliography,

n&critical studies. There is no-attempt to
ses atheiliterary works, but there is valu-
phicallmaterial orbmajor as well as lesser-
rs. This Would be a helpful source for a

wishes- to do a study of the treatment of
.t.be writings-of a particular author.
lg.. (Ed.), The Literature of American H is-
luinbus. Ohio: Long's College Book Co..
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The "literature" in he title of this reference work
does not indicate belles- tires, but rather the primary
documents of American history. The book would be
useful to our concerns in _that it organizes the major
geographical surveys by time and region and these sur-
veys have appeal in the study of the development of
regional images,,or the fashioning of regional stereo-
types. The majority of the items are from the nineteenth
century or earlier.

Magill, Frank N., Masterplots (New York: Salem
Press, 1968)

This eight-volume work looks at more than 2,000 .
titles from world literature. The!piecesare treated in two
manners: there is a relatively brief critique, followed by
a longer resume of the work itself. Pieces which are more
scholarly than literary (Lewis Mumford's The Brown
Decades, for example) are dealt with through only a
review. This set of books, like the following Magill
volumes, has a browsing value, like time spent in a
second-hand=bookstore or an uncrowded library. They
may be used as a first step in the pursuit of literary
friends whoirn Ake creative_use of Settings are

'often outlined_ in thessurrimaries of-the fictibnal works.
Magill. Frank N. et dk, Survey of Contemporary Lit-

erature (New York: Salem Press, 1971)
This series -of -books (eight volumes,splus the supple-

ment discussedhelow)fis one of the most effident sums
mary works on ,the reference shelves. The works re-
viewed include not only fiction but also other -items
recognized to be the most significant literary works from
the mid-1950's to the early 1970's. The reYiews include
excerpts from-the surveyed writings; and they_tend tolv.
judgmental rather th simply descriptive of the eon-
tents of the workS.1Tese volumes are a good- com-
plement to Masterplots dewribed above. One would
counsel, of course, -that instructor and student alike
should read the- whole or the originaj work, rather than
just a two-page-commentary on-it, but in case one feels
the press of ti one might need to search in_the short-
hand- of these sketches. A good landscape sense is evi-
dent in many of the outlines.

Magill, Frank N. et al., Survey of Contemporary Lit-
erature Supplement (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Salem Press, 1972)

When Frank Magill et al. decided upon -the 1,500
titles for the eight volumes of contemporary literature
cited above, they felt they had not incoeporated the full
body of literature worthy of review and inclusion. In
1972 they produced- this single-volume. supplement
which includes some titles which are:of special interest
to our landscape focus. Authors such as Conrad Rich-
ter. Kurt Vonriegut, Jr., Saul Bellow, and-Jesse Stuart
among others arNeviewed_in the supplement. The -for-
mat is the same as the eight-volume_set noted above.

Rubin, Louis D., Jr., A Bibliographical Guide to the
Study of Southern Literature (Baton Rouge, Loui-
siana: Louisiana State University Press, 1965)

This volume is comprised of 145 pages of biblio-



graphic essays on general topics in southern liteiature,
including particularly useful pieces on local color, folk-
lore, and agrarian themes and ideas in southern writing.
The essays are very short, but contain extensive bibliog.,
raphi6s including schoarly articles as well as primary °
sources. The second half of the book is made up of
bibliographic essays with biographic comment and in-
ventory of selected articles of or about the author under
study. William Faulkner is allotted six pages, whereas
many authors are dealt with in a page. The volume
would be very useful to someone wishing to design a
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regional ..curse or study, and wanting to }use evidences
of literary perspective on the area. .

Woodress. lames, American Fiction, 1900.1950 (De-
trz...t: Gale kesearch Company,. 1974)

SN-the description of David K. Kirby. American Fic-
tion to 1900. The format of the two books is identical.
They are just two of a larger series that would serve well
in initiating research on the literary work of most rca-
sonabjy well-known authors. The series is nouitnited to
American authors, although that is the focus of the
Woodress and-Kirby volumes.
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